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Agave at Kithaeron: Twenty-five Years of Import
Substitution in Brazil, 1948-72
by Richard Weisskoff*
Come! Look upon this prize, this lion's spoil.
That we have taken—yea, with our own toil,
We, Cadmus' daughters!...
Why make ye much ado, and boast withal
Your armourers* engines?..,
I have let fall
The shuttle by the loom, and raised my hand
For higher things, to slay from out thy land
Wild beast! See, in mine arms I bear the prize.
That nailed above these portals it may rise
To show what things thy daughters did! Do thou
Take it, and call a feast.
—Ag^ve, mother of Pentheus,
to Cadmus, in
Euripedes, The Bacchae*'^
Introduction
Recovering from the severe economic and political crises in the nild-1960's,
Brazil has since burst onto a growth trajectory unmatched by any
country in the Western hemisphere. The events and political struggles which
precipitated the military coup of April 1964 had at first ushered in a period
of recession and import squeeze more serious than the earlier crises. After
some initial trials and contradictory policies, Brazil has thrust itself Into
an era in which the previously regarded bottlenecks—trade, Inflation, and wage
policy, as well as the rule of a civilian government—have all been apparently
shattered. Since 1967, under new military management with substantial t^cnico
collaboration, the economy had left its production crisis behind and reemerged
*Iowa State University (Ames). Revised from the paper presented at the
Studier^'unr Trade held at the Institute of Developmentdies, U iversity of Sussex, 8-12 September 1975.
ClasslS"°Vol translation In, Nine Greek Drams. HarvardL.ias ics, Vol. 8, P. F. Collier &Son, 1909, pp. 426-7^^
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for its debut as the "Brazilian miracle."^ Real per capita product since 1968
has grown at annual rates in excess of 6%. The rise in the general price level,
which had averaged nearly 60% per year from 1963-1967, fell to less than 22%
per year from 1968-1972. Now it is the price index to which the exchange rate,
the interest rate, and the wage rate are mechanically pegged—although with
2
differing lag structures.
Current Brazilian controversies no longer concern imports, optimal market
size, technological complexity, or even the feasibility of sustaining the
economic boom, which were the fundamental issues of the earlier import substi
tution era. The rules of the political management have been sufficiently
altered that only the constraints of Ingenuity and expediency (and perhaps oil
prices) appear to impede continued growth, not populist or civilian account
ability. Recent debates concern the rates and reasons for the deterioration
in the size distribution of income, the role of foreign capital, and the success
3
of controlling the domestic price level and encouraging exports. In response
to the slack provided by a surplus in the foreign sector and to the taughtness
of domestic politics, the economy now appears to be maintaining a rhythm to its
inward-looking policies fed by its own seruns of political economy.
See Fishlow [19] on economic policy and Winpenny [69] on early bottlenecks
See Baer [ 2], Furtado [25], and Singer [60] on the Brazilian "miracle."
2
For real per capita product, see IBGE [22], 1973, p. 566. The implicit
GNF price deflator rose at the average annual rates of 11.4% from 1948-1952,
18.0% from 1953-1957, 30.9% from 1958-1962, 57.4% from 1963-1967, and 21.5%
from 1968-1972. See IBGE [23], Retrospectivas, p. 216, for 1948-1967, and
IBGE [22], 1973, p. 566, for 1968-1972. The cost of living index for a SSo
Paulo working class family had risen at average annual rates of 49.7% from
1959-1962, 49.8% from 1963-1967, and 17.5% from 1968-1972. See IBGE [23],
Retrospectivas, p. 169 for 1959-1968 and IBGE [22].
3
See Fishlow [17] and Langoni [41] on the size distribution of incone;
Morley [50] and Morley and Smith [52] and [53] on imports, exports, and foreign
capital.
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This study is imdertaken from the perspective that the forward developioent
of the so-called backward countries is a dialectical process, undergoing
continual transformation with fresh solutions to old problems themselves giving
rise to new challenges and difficulties. In Brazil's early industrial formation
from the 19th Century through the Second World War, the protecting and often
participating state oversaw the rise of national industry owned by a national
bourgeoisie and the rise of a national trade union movement fostered with govern
ment patronage. Still overwhelmingly agricultural in orientation, large segments
of Brazil*s population remain on the fringes of the national econon^, only
superficially dependent on world markets through the mass exportation of
international staples.
One response to the periodic failure of commodity exports was the iiiq>ulse
toward rapid industrialization which grew out of the long-standing industrial
base. This movement reached reknown success in the fifties under the leader
ship of the national entrepreneur, allied at times with some foreign collaboration
and giving rise to an organization of national trade unions. The continuing
crises impeded yet stemmed from the very success of the industrialization
program. The major recession in the early sixties precipitated a reaction
which was directed toward resolving those constraints which appeared to be stifl
ing Brazil's development. The final solution of the Brazilian military regime
also bears the markings of an international rather than purely national style.
Ironically, little of the economic base as yet appears changed. The
routes of populist reform blocked, a strange, if not errie, continuity has been
sustained in the modernization process. Rather than alter the structure which,
it was thought, lay at the root of severe social and political conflict,
the "revolution" of 1964 has simply changed the rules by which conflicts
were resolved. In the language of optimization paradigms, the constraints on
Brazilian growth becan^ reversed, but the structural equations remain. The
>4-
annual deficit in the current trade account, for example, which had rarely
exceeded $500 million in earlier years, has since 1968 failed to exceed that
level on only one occasion. Minimum wages, which during one period led the
general price index, now lag far behind and are eroded by general price
increases. Certain policy terrain once proscribed under the old regime is now
openly trespassed without reservation, and the tolerances within which
internecine struggles turn have all been narrowed perceptibly. The spectacular
response of the economy, the reformulation of the political process, the
subordination of national capital, and the subjugation of the national labor
movement all mark the emergence of the United States of Brazil as a would-be
world power and "a new era in the relationship" with the United States of
Anerica.*
The objective of this article is to examine the recent quarter century of
transformation and continuity in Brazilian import substitution. Despite the
wealth of new quantitative studies in many areas of the Brazilian econonq?, I
have tried to refocus the debate on the original arena of controversy, nanely,
the foreign sector, in order to reevaluate some of the original hypotheses
concerning the Brazilian model which have taken the foreign sector as their
point of departure.
We turn now to a brief review of some intellectual and historical
experiences of Brazilian growth. In highlighting both continuity and change
throughout the entire postwar period, we hope to cast some light on broader
criticisms of the Brazilian "model."
*"0s Estados Unidos do Brasil," the official name. The quotation is
from Secretary of State Kissinger's arrival address in Brasilia, February 20,
1976. '
A. The Early Period
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JF I. Son» Intellectual and Historical Perspectives
the >todels and the Experience
Aye, Cadmus hath done well; in purity
He keeps this place apart. Inviolate,
His daughter's sanctuary; and I have set
Ify green and clustered vines to robe it round.
—Dionysus* opening speech.
The Bacchae , p. 368
The process of import substitution in Brazil may be seen in the context
of the century-long struggle to oust the foreign trader and reduce the econonty*s
openness., The conventional wisdom which describes the process, popular despite
its almost antihistorical origins, places the birth of Brazilian import-substi-
tuting industrialization in the post-World War II period, partially ignoring
4
the earlier phases of a very long process.
Throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries, the Brazilian market had
been preserved by force of treaty almost exclusively for British goods.^ Even
with the expiration of commercial aggreements, SSo Paulo coffee planters,
bolstered by the free trade ideology of their British trader-allies, consistently
defeated moves through the end of the 19th century to levy protective tariffs.^
A
The recent rediscovery, at least in the English language literature,
that Brazilian industrialization has, in fact, a history comes as no surprise.
See Bergsman [5 1 for a brief recent history of a number of industries, and
Leff [45] Fishlow [isl for the recent rediscoveries.
"British goods flooded the Brazilian market and British merchant houses
were set up in Brazil to handle them," wrote Graham of the early colony-like
preservation of the Brazilian market [29], p. 82.
Baer notes that the major obstacle to the early growth of the Brazilian
steel industry in the 19th century was the "free access to the Brazilian
market under treaty rights granted to England by JoSo XI" [3 ], p. 52. He
also remarks on several attempts throughout the 19th century to set up Catalan
forges and blast furnaces, but competition from the British led to the failure
of these early enterprises. (N. 18, p. 54.) See also Boxer [8 ], pp. 24-25,
early exatr^les of the importance of trade in imported manufactures
for staples.
Graham cites British responsibility: "...as in all those actions which
continued to place primary emphasis on exports and imports after the conditions
for industrialization had been created, the British were a drag upon the forces
of modernization" [29], p. 110.
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Followlng the financial crash of 1914, new imports such as coal for steam
ships, electrical machinery, and urban rail equipment began arriving from
Germany and North America, challenging British dominance in shipping and banking
as well. The isolation imposed by the shortage of ocean transport in World War I
and the contraction of world trade during the Depression served as the first
major test of national industry and gave the Brazilian capitalist both a chance
Co provide for his own needs on a large scale and a taste of the profits from
expanded and protected production. Again during the relative isolation imposed
on Brazil during World War IX, national industry was given a free hand, protected
by distance and by war from the intrusion of international capital,^
Seen in this century-long perspective, the decline in the relative
importance of trade marks the transformation to an economy in which direct
imports, especially of consumer goods and capital equipment, play an increasingly
g
smaller role. Brazilian writers have long viewed this process of "forming"
a national economy as the carving of commercial markets from the giant hinter
land and as the widening of the coastal enclaves once supplied with English
goods and financed by an impressive sequence of primary exports.^ But further
research, not retrospective hypothesizing, has yet to recount the details of
that primeval tale by which the subsistence sector is "domesticated" by modem
Industry.
^The observation by Leff [45], p. 491, that Brazil had begun an inward looking
orientation in tariff, monetary, and exchange rate policy long before 1929 may be a
modest understatement. See Hilton [30] on Vargas and national entrepreneurship,
g
The emphasis on the apparent internal autonomy of the Brazilian economy is
challenged by the thesis presented by Leff [44] that the recession of 1964-1965
was precipitated by the failure of exports in the early 1960*s. This vestigpl
focus on merchandise exports ignores other means of financing imports, as we
shall examine in the next section,
9
See Furtado [26] and a recent review by Baer [4 ],
Unfortunately, much of the current discussion on the early trade period
when Brazilian industry began to emerge from its role as an overseas dominion
tor Europe and North America turns on considerations of efficiency, comparative
advantage and optimality. See Fishlow [18].
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And now I come to Hellas—having taught
All the world else my dances and my rite
Of mysteries, to show me in men's sight
Manifest God.
—Dionysus in The Bacchae , p. 369.
B. An Interpretation of the ECLA Model—(1964)
In the twelve years since its first publication, the broad hypotheses
outlined in the classic ECLAmonograph may still prove instructive guidelines
from which to view preceding and subsequent periods. Coming at a watershed
in the Brazilian postwar experience, the ECLA TiM>del provides both a critical
view of the process and indicates alternatives which were seen then as possible
resolutions to the crisis clearly in progress.
The process of import substitution, Maria ConcelQSo Tavares wrote, was
originally intended to designate "an internal development process that rises
12out of and takes its direction from external restrictions...", in particular,
from the restrictions on critical imports. In the splurging of accumulated
exchange on new consumer goods in the early postwar period, a thin layer of
Brazilian society had been introduced to those commodities which had become
known to the upper and middle classes of the industrialized countries during
the prosperity of the 1920's. Qualitatively, these imports gave Brazilian
society a taste of and for the newly acquired patterns of conspicuous consump
tion being popularized in North America, and their importance in certain
markets provided informal evidence that local demand could in fact be developed
still further.
^^See ECLA [16].
It may be argued that to continue to focus on the role and conqjosition of
imports is to err in the direction of previous investigations. Just as the
terraced offices of the U.S. AID Mission are located on adjacent floors to the
research wing of the Brazilian Planning Ministry facing the scalloped Rio
harbor, it may be more appropriate to investigate the U.S. role in financing
other aspects of the Brazilian miracle. By emphasizing both imports and
domestic output, it is hope that this paper will carry forward both the spirit
and method of the 1964 landmark study.
^^ECLA [16], p. 5.
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Brazilian industrialization of the 1950's can thus be seen as the replace
ment of one service-intensive style of living by one characterized by domestically-
produced, labor-saving devices and by the substitution of mechanical power
for human and animal power. In short, import substitution marked the arrival
in Brazil of the revolution in transport, communication, power, and mass con
sumption which had come to characterize "modern" urban life in the U.S. and
Western Europe by the 1920*s. However, export earnings alone could not support
the desired standard and style of living, be the foreign exchange utilized to
import a high level of finished goods or components to be assembled in Brazil.
Forced by export fluctuations to close even further the large and dynamic
economy, Brazil thus entered the "final stages" of import substitution, replete
with goods similar in design and specification to those of international
Character but made in Brazil ("feito no Brasil").^^
Underlying this historical development lay the fundamental duality of the
Brazilian economy. Formerly, high productivity technology had been confined
almost exclusively to the export enclaves, while low labor productivity and the
sparce deployment of capital had come to characterize the domestically-oriented
14
sectors. The adoption of capital-intensive processes extended the arena of
internal duality to all of production. What had begun initially as an attempt
to validate the new forms of consumption with national industry had become.
13The initial point of departure for this debate begins with the Pebisch
model of import dependence which sees the course of import substitution as a
political alternative to devaluation in the postwar period. However, what has
escaped notice in this debate is the simple observation that once the protagonist
accepts the current size distribution of income along with the implied consump
tion pattern, then all degrees of freedom are actually used up as the import
constraint becomes binding: there ^ no choice but to borrow foreign technologies,
and the only undetermined variables are the speed with which these are adopted
and the price, both present and future, to be paid for their acquisition.
^^ECLA [16], p. 2.
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through the successive growth of interindustry linkages, the very agent by
which modem technique challenged both the handicraft sector and those older
industries which had been mechanized during earlier periods. Thus, the rise of
the domestic manufacturing enclaves led to a further polarization, both
spatially and socially, in the division of labor and the division of its
rewards.
In summary, the goal of the import substitution process was neither a
reduction in the absolute foreign exchange bill nor the achievement of autarky.
Rather the process was aimed at redistributing scarce foreign exchange in
order to guarantee the inflow of capital and intermediate goods, the growing
demand for which far exceeded the old levels of the imported goods themselves.
The growth process, thus begun, generated its own difficulties. The
extremities in income and the shallowness of real purchasing power impeded the
extension of a real mass market. The difficulties in obtaining technology and
certain raw materials and the increasing burden of profit remittances acted
as a brake to further growth. The initial spurt, so ebullient in the late
1950's, appeared to be grinding to a halt by the early 1960*3.
Several avenues of escape remained as the economy reached this "advanced
Stage" of substituting industrialization. Maria Concei^ao Tavares wrote of
four options which could be taken to reform or postpone the enveloping crisis.
Ihe first alternative foresaw heavy public investment in basic infrastructure
and services to prop up the lagging "capitalist sector" and compensate for
the worsening income distribution generated by the extreme dualities. A second
alternative required a completely different political orientation and would
focus heavy public investment on the low productivity regions and sectors to
reduce gradually the economic duality. A third scenario envisioned the revival
of external demand for traditional exports to finance the resumption of large
scale imports, permit further industrial expansion, and undercut the need for
i-
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structural change. A fourth alternative saw the expansion of industrial exports
which could provide the dynamic industries already established in Brazil with
a second wind, accentuate the present duality, but at least postpone the crisis.
In actuality, the developments since 1965 have approximated most closely
the trajectories envisioned in the first, third, and fourth alternatives,
following a change in political orientation making the second increasingly
unlikely. That the scenario of the late 1960's and early 1970*s has come to
be so closely played by those alternatives reflects the profound intuition of
the ECLA economists as they gauged both the adaptability of the Brazilian
economy and the full range of political solutions available to it in the early
1960's,
C. The Intermediate Period, 1950-1964: Other Views on Structural Change
The modest success which Brazil had acquired in the expansion of national
capital in the 1950's was accompanied as well by wide swings of business
activity, apparent fragility of the basic industrial structure, and continued
dependence on earnings from primary exports.The decline in export earnings
in the mid-1950's proved so threatening to the continuation of the growth
process that the Brazilian government was forced to relax its Initial hostile
posture toward direct foreign investment and began readmitting foreign
^^ECLA [16], p. 56-59.
16
Some terms of the debate in this period center on the strategy by which
foreign exchange was used, the exemption or redundancy of tariff protection,
the optimality of the industrial base, and the creation of backward and forward
linkages. The history of these debates forms the substance of the vast develop
ment literature of the 1960*s with respect to import substitution, generally
calling on Brazil as a prime witness for this or that position. See
Winpenny [69] or Diaz-Alejandro [15] for reviews.
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capital. This "penetration by invitation" of foreign industry was at first
confined to certain sectoral spheres, and several major industries (automobiles,
steel, nonferrous metals, and chemicals) date their expansion from the rapid
Inflow of direct foreign capital in this period.^® But no major U.S. hotel
chain was allowed to buy a place in the Copacabana sun (that remained a decade
off), and the "instant hostility and panic" to foreign capital proved little
more than a premonition of what was to come later.
By 1962, the internal crisis, coupled with the flight of foreign capital
and a reduction in export earnings, tightened the straitjacket around the
Brazilian economy. With the worsening balance of payments and the increasing
burden of external remittances came the resuscitation of the antidisestablishment
view that foreign capital had again become "a drain rather than an addition
Leff [43], Table 13, p. 61, He cites the Monetary Authority (SUMOC)
Instruction 113. By 1956, direct investment had amounted to over U.S.$90
million. ^
18 unlike the Europeans in the spatial treaty ports of 19th century
policies Gordon and Grommers [28] for specific Industrial promotion
19, ,Leff asks how could the sudden reversal on foreign capital have been
accomplished so quickly (perhaps under duress), especially in view of the
so called traditional hostility to foreign investment by the Brazilian
industrialists. Leff suggests that the national industrialists actually exer-
cised little clout in government. Drawing on theories of clientelistic
politics, Leff sees the conflict between planter and industrailist as having
Evpn reference to real strength at the grass roots level.
stiU ^ t supposedly functioning, the presidency could
"atLr^ufinfluence. According to Leff, the administration thus fell to a group of "apolitical, technical specialists," the
presidential fbureaucracy, guided national policy, implementedpolicies, and alloc ted national nvestment resources. The
politics, responsive to elite opinion and managed
functioning independently of large
politics llTlh' r antithesis of democratic
LdusJrLust c!ff "^he importance and Influence of their own
>-12-
20to net foreign exchange resources." The trade constraint was invoked
against the once-courted foreign investor. Alarmed by takeovers of national
companies by international capital, the fury of populist politics, guided this
time by a more nationalist t^cnico ideology, "moved against foreign investment
in Brazil" which withdrew obligingly to the sidelines to wait out the storm.
* *
20Leff [43], p. 72. That the constitution required a literacy test for
the electorate implied that new components of the growing urban constituency
could be enfranchised with the expansion of primary schooling. Populist
politicians thus pushed for expansion of public education, at least at the
elementary level. The Gongress, responsive to regional pressures, increased
expenditures on roads and electric power and sought fresh solutions to the
periodic Northeast droughts. See Skidmore [62], pp. 54, 289-90, and 406, n. 1,
>-13-
II. Historical Perspectives Continued
Thus must they vaunt; and therefore hath my rod
On them first fallen...
and all their hearts are flame.
Yea, I have bound upon the necks of them
The harness of my rites...
—Dionysus in Tlie Bacchae , p. 369
D. 1964 to the Present
At first viewed as a possible bridge between civilian regimes, the
entrance of the military into Brazilian politics marks a new era in political
economy. The zeal with which the regime went about reestablishing economic
21orthodoxy and price stabilization led to the quick reentry of international
capital, mainly on the part of the United States with large-scale developmental
assistance and balance-of-payments support. In repealing the 1962 law which
9 ohad threatened to restrict foreign remittances, Brazil served notice to the
Western financial community that she was again open to private foreign enter
prise as well. Thus committed to finding the "responsible" path to growth,
Brazil at once repudiated the "romantic nationalism" of the previous regime
and prepared herself to receive massive amounts of capital transfers, this time
under the familiar swan song of strengthening the balance of payments.
The rediscovery of the Brazilian market by international capital has
since taken the form of direct entry, mereger, or absorption of local companies
if national enterprises "could no longer find domestic sources of credit.
This denationalization" of Brazilian industry tiiarks foreign capital's bursting
out of the petty confines of its sectoral treaty ports. Some Brazilian markets
remain, like oil refining, the exclusive preserve of state enterprise which
acts as cartel leader and relies on extensive foreign assistance, technology,
^^See Fishlow [19].
22The law had not been put into effect until January 1964. See Skidmore [611.
pp. 22-23, n. 32. ^
^^Skidmore [61], p. 21.
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and capital. In economic areas ceded by the state to the private sector,
foreign enterprise has been admitted openly as partners, as in banking and
consumer goods. In other industries formerly reserved exclusively for Brazilian
entrepreneurs, national capital quickly sought alliances with foreign interests.
Thus both Brazilian public and private enterprise, once agressively national
istic, both have found themselves odd bedfellows of foreign capital.
Internally, the stabilization policy failed to halt the general upward
swing of prices, while the dismantling of the trade unions resulted in the
0 /deterioration of the real wage, Post-1964 Brazilian policy can be regarded
as the syimuetric exploitation of both her human and material resources. In
one vise, Brazil squeezes her already-formed working class for the purpose of
generating even greater profits for accumulation or luxury consumption.
Meanwhile, she opens up her mineral and forest resources for internal and
external use, as she shifts land into industrial and export crops from basic
foodstuff production.
Models of the Brazilian Economic Recovery: Fishlow and Cardoso
Two polar analyses of the Brazilian "miracle" illustrate the divergence
in outlook and orientation of American and Brazilian social science.Fishlow,
in his analysis of the 1964-67 period, sees the crushing of the lower class,
the freezing of its standard of living, and the redistribution of income to the
upper classes (all in the name of monetary stabilization) as contributing to
24See Fishlow [19], Furtado [25], Singer [60].
25^ . .It is ironic that the position in which economic factors flrgure
prominently is espoused by a political sociologist, while an analysis in which
political and social factors are held pivotal is promoted by a North American
economist. See Cardoso [9], and Fishlow [19].
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the resurgence of industrial growth "...based in part upon lagged cyclical
26
adjustment to previous import-substitution oriented industrial development."
The true priority of the military government, Fishlow writes, was not stabiliza
tion at all, but rather amelioration of the smooth functioning,of the free
market, in short, "to make market capitalism work." The government's new role
becomes more actively two-fold as active participant and referee for the three
27
horsemen of modem capitalism: state, private, and foreign enterprxse.
Fishlow's critique of alternative explanations of the Brazilian "miracle"
28
clarifies other dimensions of his position. His attack on Furtado is both a
simplification and misrepresentation of that position. Fishlow writes
that neither the anticipated imbalance between the consumer goods and capital
goods sectors nor the polarization of consumption patterns has indeed been
26
Fishlow calls the 1964-67 policies which were based on an orthodox
model both inconsistent and irrelevant. The early explanations of the
Brazilian combination of recession and inflation, then called stagflation,
takes on the appearance of a centaur, with the head Keynes, moianted on the
body of a horse (quantity theorists), and winged by the excess demand of the
structuralist school. Unlike the price level, however, this animal never got
off the ground^
The recovery in the late 1960's comes almost as a residual, according
to Fishlow, In April, 1967, almost accidentally, the money supply was
loosened up and to the surprise of the policy makers, real output increased.
The extension of monetary correction to the exchange rate as well as to
domestic prices and wages, implied both confidence and predictability of the
changing price level.
27
New laws were passed to govern capital markets, regulate the stock
exchanges and protect minority investors, all obvious necessities for a
growing capitalist country. The endownment of the National Housing Bank (BNH)
is said to have stimulated private savings and chanelled resources into middle
class housing projects, reducing private rents and freeing more funds for
middle class purchases of consumer goods. See Trubek [64].
28Furtado is characterized as "a variation upon Maltus's original theme
from his famous correspondence with Ricardo." But Furtado perhaps owes much
more to Marx's perception of the imbalances between Departments I and II than
to any other writer. See Marx, Capital, Vol. II, Chapter XX.
* t
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observed. Fishlow also discards the claim that Brazil has entered a
"fascist colonial" phase subordinate to the interests of American imperialism
by citing the rise of the Brazilian exports, especially of manufactured goods, as
evidence of greater, not lesser, independence.
29 .
Ironically, it is Fishlow's own pioneering study of income distribution
which gives the greatest empirical substance to the earlier Furtado thesis.
The original argument which was advanced correctly by Furtado and others
does, however, anticipate inflexibility on the part of Brazilian industry in the
long run. The Brazilian miracle has demonstrated a rapid adjustment to changing
market conditions and great willingness to alter commodity composition and
design to avoid the dilemma being posed by the increasing concentration of income
and market saturation. Part of this rapid adjustment, however, is due to the
adoption of U.S.-style marketing procedures, research, and advertising, and the
ready inflows of newly-styled commodities and designs to explore the interstices
of Brazilian consumption.
Fishlow moreover suggests that the demonstration of the Furtado-type struc
tural imbalances would rest on evidence of sharp discontinuities between consump
tion patterns of the poor and rich, while the actual Brazilian consumption
studies find a smoothness to the expenditure patterns across income classes.
The observation that these consumption patterns, are, in fact, continuous and
not bipolar is but a tautological truism which emanates from the methodology of
budget surveys. The very estimation of the parameters of the Engel curves,
smooth lines relating different categories of family expenditure across the
whole span of incomes, glosses over the gross differences, both qualitative and
quantitative, between consumption baskets which are indeed observable from Crato
in Ceira to Caxias do Sul, The accepted methodology of "processing" budget
studies requires the investigator to homogenize all social classes and convert
consumption differences into price terms as they appear in the market or as
ascribed by the interviewer. The people who form the object of the Investigation
are eradicated in the exercise; their discrete class identifications disappear.
Only the number of families of different income levels are retained, and then only
to "correct" for heteroscedascity as an inverted weight in tie linear or, with
greater sophistication, curvilinear relationship. The wealth of survey detail
which is ground up while estimating budget patterns emerges in very distillated
form as a single family of Engel curves. For other remarks on expenditure
patterns estimated by time series data, see R. Weisskoff [66].
30Any discussion of real export performance, of course, misses the point,
since the dependency arguments are phrased not in terms of material flows of
merchandise goods or services, but in terms of the internal effects of foreign
capital and the influence of the so-called "invisible flows" which are quite
visible to students of technology, consumption, and accumulation. Moreover, the
lifting of the import constraint is not likely, as Fishlow writes, to permit
...entry for the winds of competition too frequently absent in monopolistic
national markets." (P. 102.) As we shall see, the adherence to highly differ
entiated tariffs has effectively allayed threats to well-protected goods.
We shall explore further the role of exports. Here we note only that exports
ot manufactured goods are in fact minor, while the economy's dependence on (cont.)
» M
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Cardoso describes the Brazilian model as a case of "associated-dependent
development," and he stresses the structural transformation and the economy.
In seeking more rapid development and industrial strength, Cardoso argues,
Brazil has turned to American capital as her handmaiden. Since 1964, the state
has more actively supported the integration of the national comprador class
with the foreign capitalist, promoting her interdependence at the international
31level but limiting her freedom of action. This "new international division
of labor" sees the rise of the national Brazilian economy as a peripheral
site for some phases of manufacturing and for continued primary exports to the
industrialized center instead of pure specialization in the production of raw
materials of earlier eras. The internal Brazilian market, once dominated by
national firms, is now serviced by American companies producing both in Brazil
and in North America.
In the older models of import substituting development, Cardoso argues,
industry was to be controlled by the local bourgeoisie and the state. The
state was to be the major capitalist, and Brazil was to have developed a
capitalism without capitalists." In this model, however, private capital lies
at the heart of the economic dynamism, and it is the state which, in the name
of national security, executes crimes against both national enterprise and the
national working class. In allowing the military to dissociate the trade
unions» the bourgeoisie have indeed achieved a diminution of the real wage but.
primary exports has been diversified. A full study of the country and commodity
concentration ratios would be helpful in analyzing whether Brazil's recent
export thrust has actually created circumstances of greater autonomy from or
dependence on the industrialized countries. Even in the case of industrial
exports, however, it would be essential to know the degree to which so-called
trade in manufactures consist of intrafirm shipments at different stages of
processing and hence subject to different laws of international capital and
production.
31
Cardoso [9 ], p. 144-145.
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at the same time, they have sacrificed their own claims for political represen
tation on the altar of profits. The national political apparatus thus neutralized,
the regime deepens its monetary and psychic indebtedness to international
agencies: private* public, and noncivilian. What Leff had described earlier as
clientelistic politics, Cardoso analyzes as the autocracy of the military and
its civilian technocracy. With congressional interference silenced, Cardoso
32argues, the ascendant antipopulist faction within the t^cnico cadres take
"upon themselves not only the modernizing function in administration, but also
the repressive function of the social and political realm."*
32
Cardoso [9 ], p. 146.
The difference between this bourgeoisie, "a child of dependent capitalism,"
and the middle classes of the industrialized countries of the previous century
lies in their direction. New technology comes down from America, and labor
saving techniques are introduced into Brazil at the will of international
conditions, not of their own volition.
In this, Cardoso overstates his point. Does it really matter if a Ford
Galaxie is assembled by a single crew of 100 manual laborers or on a mass
assembly line? To focus too much attention on capital-intensive techniques
misses a critical examination of the coTnmodities themselves and for whom they
are produced,
Fishlow and Cardoso offer inverted predictions on the stability of their
models. Basing his forecasts on the durability of world integration, Cardoso
is pessimistic on the prospect of democratic reform in Brazil. Ironically,
Fishlow observes a challenge to the permanence of the Brazilian model in what
he sees as continuing cyclical and regional imbalances.
^Reminders of the words of an angry Dionysius;
Behold, God*s Son is come unto this land
...So, changed in shape from God to man,
I walk again by Dirce's streams and scan
Ismenus' shore...
Far now behind me lies the golden ground
^* far awayThe wide hot plains where Persian sunbeams play,
The Bactrlan war-holds, and the storm-oppressed
Clime of the Mede, and Araby the Blest,
And Asia all, that by the salt sea lies
In proud embattled cities
-19-
Other political economists have minimized the dichotomy between the stages
33of import substitution and export promotion. The national bourgeoisie,
Hirschman has written, must first reinforce their home market before they risk
outward expansion. The Cardoso model suggests that the real obstacles to
expanding manufactured exports have nothing at all to do with the competence
Thus shall this Thebes, how sore soe*er it smart.
Learn and forget not, till she crave her part
In mine adoring
Now Cadmus yieldeth up his throne...
...[to Pentheus]
He thrusteth me away
From due drink-offering, and, when men pray.
My name entreats not. Therefore on his own
Head and his people's shall my power be shown.
Then to another land, when all things here
Are well, must I fare onward, making clear
My godhead's might
For this I veil my godhead with the wan
Form of the things that die, and walk as Man.
I seek ray new-made worshippers, to guide
Their dances up Kithasron's pine-clad side.
—from the opening speech in Euripedes, The Bacchg^
quoted from the Gilbert Murray translation,
p. 368-70.
33
Hirschman [31], Leff [43], ch. 5, and Robuck [57].
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and competitiveness of national entrepreneurs, but rather with factors
affecting the worldwide division of markets. Thus, any test of either
Brazilian "model" requires far nware evidence than the exandnation of merely
the foreign sector. Indeed, most of the data regarding income distribution,
consumption patterns, and foreign investment which Maria Conceipao Tavares
would have liked to apply for the early 1960's and which lie at the
foundation of Cardoso's thinking, are now increasingly available for the most
recent period.
Rather than pursue these strands, we return now to that point of
departure which had once proved" so fruitful for the empirical discussion of
the Brazilian model, namely, the connection between the Brazilian and the
international economies. After a brief review of the balance of payments and
recent export performance, we shall examine the structure of Imports and the
structure of protection which has given rise to these imports. Has the once-
thought stimulus of growth, the import constraint, itself been overshadowed
or cast aside in the recent easing of payments bottlenecks? How can we
reconcile the apparent contradiction that this time 'round, Brazil appears
more Internally cohesive yet more "closed"—trade-wise—to international
competition, as she propells herself toward more complete integration in
the international economy?
34For example. General Electric do Brasil first exported turbines when
G.E. s Spanish plant was closed down by labor strikes. The General Motors
plant in Campinas exports spare parts to the United States for its 1954 Chevy
pickup because North American manufacture of that model had long been discon
tinued.^ Sales of Volkswagons to the United States are reserved for that
company s German plant, regardless of comparative costs or excess capacity in
Brazilian branch.
35On the other side of all these developments and hardly mentioned here,
IS the unexamined story of the formation of the working class, the reduction
ot rural self-sufficiency, and the patronage and then destruction of the
razilian labor movement. But these events remain to be told elsewhere.
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III. Bfazil's Balance of Payments;
The Case of the Disappearing Bottleneck
from the dayspring that uprises.
We laboured for our Lord in many guises;
We toiled, but the toil is as the prize is;
Thou Mystery, we hail thee by thy name!
—A maiden in Tlie Bacchas ^ p. 371
During tiie "most critical years of Brazil's growth, crises in the balance pt pay
ments have served as the ideological taproot for changes in domestic policy. Deficits
have appeared and evaporated, only to reappear once again, but bringing none of the
predicted disaster. From 1948 to 1957, a favorable merchandise balance promoted by
a strong export performance, was typically offset by a strongly negative service
account and resulted in a mildly negative balance in the current accounts.
(See Table 1, lines A.1-3.) These deficits were offset by balance-of-payments
loans and minor inflows of noncompensatory capital (lines A.4-6). In the 1958
to 1962 period, adverse export earnings together with rising service imbalances
created an unbroken series of frightening deficits in the current accounts.
Reflecting these developments, Maria Conceipao Tavares had already noticed the
striking growth of capital inflows (line A.4) which, however alarming, still
37left a serious gap to be remedied by balance-of-payments loans.
The ECLA study had also noted changes in the fundamental structure of
exchange receipts and expenditures resulting from the substitution process
(Table 1, lines B.1-2). The share of earnings from exports which .accounted for
96.6% of all receipts in 1948-52 had fallen to 69.3% by 1958-62 with the rise
of capital inflows. Expenditures on merchandise and service imports, which had
accounted for nearly 94.9% of total spending in 1948-52, fell to 81.7% in
1958-62 with remittances on capital making up the difference. The ECLA
economists took these trends to reflect a growing dependence on capital imports
36Only in 1951 and 1952 did a negative merchandise balance, caused by poor
coffee prices and heavy equipment imports, coincide with strong negative service
balances and created the largest current accounts deficit in history, unsur
passed until 1971. (See Appendix Table 1 for annual series.)
ECLA [16], p. 15.
A.
6.
C.
Brazil's Balance of PaToents:
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Table 1
A Summary of Annual Averages for Five Year Periods, 1946-72
Annual Averages for Each Period
1948-52 1953-57 1958-62 1963-67 1968-75
(1) (2) (3> (4) (5)
Balance of Payments: major Items (mill. US$)
1. Merchandise balance 127.4 287.4 26.6 350.4 -1.8
2. Services balance -336.2 -385.8 -396.4 -433.4 -S46.2
3. Current accounts balance -248.0 -108.B -366.4 -14.4 -829.4
4. Noncompensatory capital 20.6 129.8 204.8 85.4 1553.0
5. Balance before compensation -197.6 -31.2 -225.0 5.6 819.0
6. Balance of payments loans 3.6 151.2 U4.4 94.8 59.2
7. Assets (increase -) 27.8 -0.2 -22.6 -17.4 856.4
Receipts and Expenditures (1956-60:) (1959-62;)
1. Total receipts (mill. US$) 1427.0 2001.0 2059.0 2318.0 5596.0
a. Merch. & serv. exports (%) 96.6 75.2 69.3 74.3 58.0
b. Capital exports (Z) 3.2 24.1 29.5 22.2 40.4
2. Total expenditures (mill. US$) 1618.0 2091.0 2229.5 2246.8 4735.4
a. Merch. & serv. imports (Z) 94.9 83.6 81.7 80.0 84.6
b. Capital imports (Z) 4.7 15.3 17.4 19.4 13.9
Utilization of Export Receipts
1. Total fixed imports (mill. US$) 308.3 421.9 428.0 437.8 606.3
2. Amortization balance of payments loans 68.6 157.8 346.2 348.0 800.8
3. Returns to capital 25.8 60.4 140.2 234.2 404.4
4. Balances available 852.3 839.5 463.4 692.7 1323.9
5. Percent balances available (Z) 70.0 56.2 33.2 40.2 43.4
Sources and Explanatory Notes:
Panel A:
Panel B:
Panel C:
from ECLA, "Growth and Decline of Import Substitution in Brazil," ECLA Bulletin. IX,
1964), Table 1, p. 14; 1959-66 from IBGE, Series Eetadisticas Retrospectivas—1970. pp
from IBGE, Anuario Estadistico 1969. 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974.
Balance on current accounts includes an entry for '^donations" (not shown).
Balance before compensation includes an entry for "errors and omissions" (not shown).
•7: Balance of payments loans and increasing foreign-owned assets are but two of the instru
ments of compensatDry financing. Other entries (now shown) Include liabilities,
official monetary gold, and a "various" category.
and 1956-60 from ECLA, op. clt., Table 2, p. 15; 1959-72 from same source as Panel A above.
-2: The share of "donations" is omitted in both receipts and expenditures, which, together
with the other entries presented here, sums to lOOZ.
from ECLA, op. cit., Table 3, p. 15; 1959-67 from IBGE, Retrospectivas, pp. 194-5, 164-5;
from IBGE, Anuarlos. 1971-73.
Fixed Imports includes fuels, wheat, and newsprint.
Available balances is the sum of merchandise and service exports minus line 1.
Calculated as the ratio of line 4 to the value of merchandise and service exports.
1948-58
I(March
1967-72
line 3:
line 5:
lines 6-
1948-52
lines 1-
1948-58
1968-72
line 1
line 4
line 5
See Appendix Tables 1-3 for annual series.
194-5;
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to alleviate the trade deficit exacerbated by the rising burden of debt and
profit remittances.
Moreover, it was noted , an increasing share of expenditures on imports was
being coiomltted to sustain so-called fixed imports such as fuel, wheat, and
newsprint which were thought to be absolutely necessary for day-to-day opera
tions and also to meet financial obligations (Table 1, lines C.1-5). The
share of "availableunconnaitted balances had fallen from 70% of total receipts
in 1948-1952 to an average of 33.2% in 1958-1962. It was thought that the
growth of the national economy, its rigid need for these "fixed" imports, the
increased burden of meeting international financial payments, and the apparent
failure of export earnings all pointed toward the inevitable crisis and the
decline of import substitution.
The record of the most recent period reveals a continuation of a number of
the early-observed trends and the arresting of others. Merchandise and capital
imports fell off to such an extent during the 1964-1966 recession that the
current accounts balance actually turned positive for some years and averaged a
negative $14.4 million for the period 1963-1967 compared to a negative $366.4
million of 1953-1957 (line A. 3, col. 4). With the economic recovery since
1967, the unleashing of pent-un import demand, and moderate gains in export
earnings, the total deficit in current accounts for the five year period 1968-72
which average $829.4 million per year exceeds the sum of the total annual
deficits for the entire twenty year period! This time, however, no *crisis in
the traditional sense has materialized with the vast inflows of private noncom
pensatory capital (line A.4, col. 5).
Inflowing capital in the most recent period accounts for 40.4% of exchange
receipts , and the absolute level of merchandise and service exports has
nearly doubled as well. The share of capital remittances in total expenditures
has fallen to 13.9% from 19.4% in the recessive period, but this reflects the
-24-
favoratle investment climate in Brazil and the attractiveness of net capital
inflows. Similarly, the share of uncommitted or "available balances" (line C.4)
has improved, surpassing the U.S.$1 billion mark in 1968 and averaging 43.4%
OQ
of exchange earnings from 1968-1972.
Brazil has thus reacted in two different ways to the severe imbalances in
her current accounts. The constraint may not have been exports and imports at
all, but rather the approach by which the national econon^ has met the so-called
bottleneck. When internal politics favored national accumulation, then
capitalist growth has moved to preserve the internal market from invasion by
foreign imports and foreign capital alike, leaving Brazil with serious deficits
in the current accounts, remitting interest as libations, and a supplicant for
loans in Western financial circles. In the current period, far greater deficits
are cavalierly balanced by festive inflows of foreign investment. The whole
nexus of international financial transactions, which once served as the rationale
for numerous and contradictory domestic strategies, has also acted as a "cover"
for broad ranges of policies pursued by Brazil or against her vis-^-vis her
"trading" partners.
38The categories of "available" balances used here reflects the original
concept of the ECLA economists. No imports are actually "fixed"; rather the
recent rise in the share of available balances reflects some recent gains in
Che import substitution process. However, even if we Include rubber, fertilizers,
insecticides, and wood pulp for making paper in line C.l, "Total fixed imports,"
^e share of total balances "available" falls from 43.4% to 36.8% for 1968-72.
e overall position of total receipts (line B.l) appears extremely strong
regardless of the priority classification of material imports.
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IV. The Rise of Merchandise Exports
Ho, burst in bloom of wreathing bryony,
Berries and leaves and flowers;
Uplift the dark divine wand.
The oak-wand and the pine-wand.
And don thy fawn-skin, fringed in purity
With fleecy white, like ours.
—Some maidens in The Bacchae ^ p. 372
It has been argued that the failure of traditional exports and implicitly
the weak performance of nontraditional exports was responsible for the tighten-
39ing of the import bottleneck in the early 1960*s. Yet under the rules of
political, economy set into practice since the mid-1960's, the loosening of the
import constraint has far out-distanced the export recovery, which, has as we
have seen, also improved considerably. Rising prices for and stable export
levels for some traditional commodities, such as coffee and cotton, have
yielded increased earnings, while rising world prices have also coincided
with rising quantities for other traditional exports like sugar. More important,
however, are the new markets recently opened for a whole class of major primary
products and their derivatives, such as soybeans and meats, and for manufactured
goods, such as forged iron and steel, machines, and vehicles and clothing,
footwear, and synthetic textiles.
In terms of relative shares, coffee sales, including a small contribution
of processed instant coffee, had fallen to 21.7% of exports by 1973 from 42.3%
39^Leff [44]
40
See Appendix Table 4 for a detailed series of export weights and values.
The observation of the contribution of various groups of comnwdities depends in
part on the level of aggregation used in constructing the export time series.
There the most significant items from the disaggregated categories have been
selected of those which can be traced throughout the period despite the revision
in the trade classification schemes.
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In 1968. The relative importance of cotton, wood, cacao, and com exports also
declined. (See Table 2 ,) On the other hand, sugar exports rose from 5.6% of
the total to 8.9%, meats from 2.1% to 4.4%, and soybeans and soy meal from 1.4%
to 15.2%. By 1973 Brazil had become the world's second largest soybean
41
exporter after the United States.
For the most recent period 1971-1973, an exhaustive and consistent division
of all exports may be made into primary and manufactured classes. The former
includes all raw and semi-finished goods and the latter includes intermediate
and finished goods. (See Table 2A.) From 1971 to 1973, a period during which
total exports more than doubled, the share of primary exports fell from 86% to
81% of the total and the share of all manufactured goods rose. In absolute
terms, manufactured exports increased from U.S. $383 million to U.S. $1.1
billion.
Many of the new exports may be viewed as the development of dynamic
linkages, the coming of-age of the import-substituting Industries founded
twenty years earlier. This kind of analysis, however, may be pushed only as
far as further industry studies are undertaken. Do rising cotton esqiorts owe
their origin to the backward linkages from the textile or garment industries,
or are textile and clothing exports based on imported raw materials, designs,
and machinery? Are recent meat sales in any way joint exports of hides or
stylish footwear? Or hematite exports linked to iron and steel products,
machinery, and vehicles exports? Such questions may be answered only with
further investigation into the history, ownership, the import component of
41
The groups of products which appear in Table 2 are based on 32 items
(see Appendix Table 4) traced for six years and account for from 81% to 86%
export earnings. The share of the ten most Important items
fell from 75.6% in 1968 to 48.2% in 1973.
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exports, and nature of the internal market, and changes in world-wide
. , . . 42specialization.
Here we assert as a working hypothesis only that the delayed entry of
Brazil into certain markets, such as instant coffee, processed meat, or
automobiles, has less to do with technological mastery, learning (or earning)
by doing, or the confidence acquired by the bourgeoisie, but more to do with
the final accommodation to Brazil*s bargaining power vis-5-vis other capitalist
centers. The revival of merchandise exports, both primary and manufactured, may
reflect Brazil's transformation into a kind of "hybrid" export platform, not
totally dissimilar in style and performance to the other economic "miracles"
43
of Taiwan and South Korea.
/ O
Tyler [65] compares manufactured exports for Brazil and other developing
countries, noting that the import share of exports cannot be traced with the
1969 input-output table for Brazil. He suggests that exports of manufactured
goods would have to grow sizeably if they are to be viewed as a realistic
source of employment in Brazil.
See Weisskoff and Wolff [68] for further discussion and a typology for
linkage evaluation.
A3
While pure export enclaves are more strikingly exemplified by the small,
resource-poor countries, such as Puerto Rico, Hong Kong, and Singapore, the
"hybrid" export platform can be thought of as combining successful manufacturing
with a large and modernizing agricultural activity, as in Brazil.
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V. The Changing Structure of Imports
—Let me grip
Him once, but once, within .these walls, right swift
That wand shall cease its music...
r~King Pentheus in The Bacch^ , pp. 377-8
The changing structure of Brazilian imports reflect two dimensions of
substituting industrialization. The first, termed "relative import substitution,"
refers to those sectors whose domestic growth has successfully displaced an
increasing proportion of imports in total consumption. If the decline in imports
occurs in absolute as well as relative terms, then the substitution may be said
to be "visible." Perhaps the national market for certain products has grown
large enough to accommodate a plant of minimum efficient scale, or perhaps
the level of protection has proved high enough to guarantee profits irrespective
of market size, but for whatever reasons, absolute import substitution may be
observed simply in the reduction or disappearance of certain products from the
import schedules.
Our inquiry begins by coiiq)aring imports of broad categories of goods to
the growth of broad components of national income and then proceeds to detailed
comparisons of particular subcategories of products. Finally, we turn to another
type of relative substitution measure for broad manufacturing sectors during
the same period. Our goal is to trace the secular swings in imports and examine
the underlying structural changes in the Brazilian economy which may have
given rise to them.
A. Broad Categories of Imports
Despite the periodic crises of the postwar period, GDP per capita grew at an
average annual rate of i.y/, between 1948 and 1968, while exports grew at an average
of 2.3% per year and imports at 5.8% per year"'"' (Table 3, cols. 1-3). The index of
growth raL"orGDP/capltrof "sl^for the ^"0^94^197^
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national income rose nearly fourfold (col. A) while import capacity more than
doubled from 1948 to 1969 (col. 8). The average import coefficient (cols, 9-10)
for the entire economy fell markedly by the late 1950's. In the most recent
years, however, imports appear to be regaining a prominent share in total
supply, reminiscent of the earlier years of the period.
The index of the value of total imports priced in constant 1955 dollars
experienced wide swings and turbulent changes between 1948-1970 (Figure 1). The
level of imports which had peaked in 1951 and slid downward until 1953, rebounded
for a single year before collapsing once more in 1955-1956. Total imports
thereafter recovered steadily, reaching a tenuous plateau in 1963 before plunging
precipitously in the 1964-1965 crash. In the general recovery since 1966,
import levels have surpassed all former heights and still continue upward.
The indices of imports classified by major use categories (Table 4, Panel A)
may be compared to their counterpart indices of national production (Table 3,
cols. 5-7). Imports of consumer durables fell to a fraction of their original
level while nondurable imports rose nearly two and a half times (Table 4,
cols. 1-2) during a period when personal consumption more than trebled (Table 3,
col. 5), Raw material and intermediate imports of metals and nonmetals alike
rose nearly three times, while the overall industrial output rose more than four
times. Imports of capital goods swung through nearly two full cycles by 1970
as overall capital formation nearly trebled.
Of the six major use categories examined in Panel A of Table 4, the index
of durable consumer goods import demonstrates the greatest progress of absolute
substitution, a visible counterpoint to the general failure to substitute imports
45
This ascent from the valley of uncertain and fluctuating imports may be
symbolic of Brazil's crossing a watershed in political economy.
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of nondurable consumer goods^^(see Figure 2). Rising Imports of fuels and
lubricants (Table 4, col. 3) which the ECLA authors had originally cited as
potentially troublesome, did double from 1948 to 1954 and again by 1970.
The widely cyclical behavior of metallic intermediate imports (col. 4) can be
traced to the stepwise growth of domestic capacity and to shipping shortages
during the Korean War.^^ Imports of nonraetallic intermediate materials (col. 5) first
declined with the establishment of import-competing industries and then rise with
the inability of lagging national industry to keep up with growing demand.
Even during the periods of greatest overall import pressure in the early
fifties and mid-sixties, imports of both metallic and nonmetallic interntediate
goods were never significantly restricted.
The slow progress in absolute import substitution in the nonmetallic
intermediate category contrasts with the rather sharp fluctuations in imports of
capital goods between successive peaks in 1952 and 1959 and the restrained
upward trend in the most recent years. This resistance to imports of capital
goods, second only to durable consumer goods, testifies to the competitive
In studying the 1929-1948 era, Maria Concel^ao Tavares had already noted
the relative unimportance of imports of consumer durables, partly explained by
the prevailing use of domestic labor services and the scarcity of appliances
among the luxury-consuming classes. The industrialization of 1929-1948 concen
trated on the domestic production of consumer nondurables, imports of which
until very recently have never regained their former importance.
47Imports of fuels and lubricants, raw materials and intermediate products
which were essential for maintaining the ongoing industrial plant stabilized
during the 1929-1948 period. "Visible" import substitution in metal products could
be attributed to the opening of the Volta Redonda steel mill in 1946 and to its
rolling mill in 1948. The alternating expansion and contraction of iiqjorts was
already evident in the inflow of capital goods, the general responsiveness of
which was credited with having provided for the general expansion of other
industries "...which would otherwise have been limited...by the existing margin
of the relatively small domestic capital goods industry." Already launched on
an industrialization course, Brazil was by the early fifties allocating a full
quarter of its import capacity to capital goods. See ECLA [16], pp. 17, 34-38.
See Rogers [58] for a history of the Volta Redonda project.
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Figure 2
Percentage Breakdown of Imports by Major Categories, 1960-1970
. Capital Goods
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48
resiliency and adaptiveness of the domestic industry.
Another perspective on the import structure is provided by the changing
relative shares of different use categories within the total import bundle
(Table 4, Panel B). During the first period of visible import substitution
through the late fifties, the rise in the shares of fuels and intermediate goods
and the persistent significance of consumer nondurables were taken as evidence
49
of the continued vulnerability of the Brazilian economy to an iir5)ort bottleneck.
By the middle sixties, a number of these trends had been arrested or allayed,
especially the growing shares of fuel and metallic Intermediate imports.
However, the proportion of consumer nondurables has not been reduced, and the
share of capital goods, which was severely compressed in the early sixties,
now lies at the heart of the expansion.
48
Or the changes in the composition of the industry which are not captured
in the import index. See Leff [42], ch. VI, on the competitiveness of the
capital goods industry.
49;,
The maintenance of existing industrial activity itself would remain
strategically dependent upon mass imports of raw materials," Maria Concei^So
Tavares wrote in 1964, foreshadowing the crisis that was already in process*
ECLA [16 ], p. 24.
50rhe share of imported consiimer durables in the total, for example, which
accounted for nearly 10% of the total in 1948, has not amounted to more than
1.6% in the most recent two decades. Indeed, Maria Conceiijao Tavares had pointed
out the realistic limits to which the share of imported durables could be
further reduced. In^jorts of consumer nondurables, which once accounted for nearly
7% of the total in the early period, have risen to an average of 8-11% during
the most recent years. The threat of an increasingly larger imports share of
fuels and lubricants, which at its height composed 13% of the total imports,
fell steadily since the early sixties. Imports of metallic intermediate goods
have stabilized around 10% of the total. The share of nonmetallic Intermediate
imports has risen from a quarter to nearly a third of the total, and the share
of imported capital goods which once consisted of nearly 40% of total iiiq>orts
in the earliest years, has been reduced to between 20-25% of the total. Annual
series are presented in the appendix tables.
r-39-
Ac least three dynamic patterns characterize visible import substitution
from 1950 to 1970 (see Figure 2). First, as in the category of consumer
durables, domestic goods successfully "substituted" for imports during the first
period of exchange scarcity; for reasons of competitive efficiency or high
tariffs, domestic production never again faced a serious iii5>ort challenge—even
during the most recent period of exchange abundancy. The continuing level of
imports heralds not an iiJ5>ending wave of competitive iiiq)orts, but rather the
ongoing supply of commodity prototypes, san?)les for local imitation and future
replacement.
In a second pattern, import replacement in one sector may be seen as
stimulating a visible import increase in another sector. Thus, the creation
of the local consumer durables industry transmits demand for imported
capital goods and also for metallic or nonmetallic intermediate imports. The
observed pattern of imports of one use category may therefore run coimter
to the overall in5)ort cycle, especially If the growth of domestic industry
proceeds unevenly ^d relies extensively on foreign machinery during those
phases when the overall import contraction coincides with domestic expansion.
Third, no pattern of import substitution may be observable at all, as
in the case of fuels for which the import share has proved relatively indifferent
to the oscillations in the overall import constraint.
Groups of Commodities: visible import substitution
A variety of changes in the import substitution of specific products lies
submerged within each of the major use categories, and an examination of the
detailed groups reveals some of the underlying successes and failures of the
-40-
Table 5
Import Indices by fJroups of Commodities. 1948-70
Index of Imports
(1948-100)
1948-50 1951-53 1954-56 1957-59 1960-62 1963-65 1966-6f4 1969-70
|l.0 Nondurable consumer goods 104.9 146. 7 124.4 92.7 119. 3 139.5 230.6 247.9|
1.1 Foodstuffs 116.4 177.7 150.7 111.1 149.5 177-6 235.3 279.7
1.2 Beverages 59.5 57.1 22.2 20.6 18.8 5.9 22.0 18.5
1.3 Drugs 131.2 260.4 235.9 164,2 225.6 286.2 785.8 704.8
1.4 Textiles 98.7 38.4 5.6 4.4 3.8 6.1 5.4 7.0
1.5 Books, newspaper, periodicals 100.1 157.3 240.3 200.5 181.9 171,2 259.5 292.2
1.6 Miscellaneous 59.3 42.1 15.3 14.0 20.8 23.3 36.6 35.8
t2.0 Durable consumer eoods 87.9 103.5 26.6 27.9 17.7 U.& 1?.6 30.81
2.1 Vehicles & accessories 80.3 104.2 17.0 24.9 11.4 4.1 7.3 5.7
2.2 Household appliances & accessories 94.0 95.9 54.5 42.2 27.7 21.4 29.1 48.7
2.3 Miscellaneous 102.7 114.3 13.9 13.7 23.6 23.9 35.6 91.6
|S.O Fuels, lubricants & petrol, derivatlvea 114.5 182.6 223.7 220.2 256.0 Z73.9 318,4 377.5]
3.1 All fuels
3.1.1 Coal
3.1.2.1 Crude petroleum
3.1.2.2 Gasoline
3.2.2.3 Fuel oil
3.2 Lubricants
3.3 Other derivatives
111.1 172.1 206.1 212.5 248.0 256.3 285.9 348.2
93.7 84.0 82.0 65.2 81.8 101.4 136.0 170.5
- - - - (169.6)®(229.8)^(251.6)®(320.0)^
118.4 203.5 123.9 62.9 75.3 37.3 34.8 20.1
112.4 185.2 215.5 168.8 106.1 2.9 9.6
101.0 163.0 183.2 171.3 205.0 230.2 296.5 334.8
121.0 214.5 318.9 241.6 418.9 559.3 706.3 762.2
|4.0 Intermediate metallic products 132.3 191.1 208.6 153.9 193.6 215.4
4.1 All semiprocessed 158.2 227.3 278.6 240.8 307.0 302.7 392.7 465.8
4.1.1 Ferrous semiprocessed 133.6 166.6 395.5 91.2 107.5 143.0 147.2 250.6
4.1.2 Nonferrous, semiprocessed 163.1 239.2 255.6 270.3 346,3 334.1 441,0 508.2
4.1.2.1 Copper products 155.1 188.8 204.8 200.1 280.8 257,5 336.4 381.9
4.1.2.2 Aluminum products 120.7 178.8 245.6 255.2 372.4 468.2 704.4 832.1
4.1.2.3 Zinc products 5,398.6 17,301.4 27,283.3 29,812.5 - - - -
4.2 All processed metallic products 119.4 173.6 174.1 111.1 137.7 182.5 128.2 233.2
4.2.1 Ferrous, processed 119.5 171.2 190,1 123.8 156.0 207-6 143,2 253.1
4.2.1.1 I&S plate & sheet 133.1 458.3 1,034.7 1,026.0 2,253.6 - - -
4.2.1.2 Tin plate 79.6 113.7 138.1 98.6 79.1 53.1 63.0 60.3
4.2.1.3 Barbed wire & staples 238.5 294.8 357.2 200.7 360.3 359,8 279.8 192.1
4.2.2 Nonferrous, processed 119.3 188.1 66.1 25.1 14.2 12,2 26.6 99.5
|5.0 Nonsetallic raw materials & inter, prod. 115.4 162.5 163.4 151.6 179.0 165.8 220.9 284.3f
5.1 All raw materials 178.2 298.1 319.2 343.6 466,7 466,0 516.0 493.3
5.1.1 Wheat 253.8 438.5 488.5 514.1 660.2 717,9 802.6 698.1
5.2 Semiprocessed intermediate 92.8 103.9 104.6 69.0 62.5 56.0 104.6 171.3
5.2.2 Woo d 188.9 225.0 275.0 219.4 161.1 86.1 125.0 120,8
5.2.6 Chemicals & pharmaceuticals 125.0 147.9 186.5 143.8 149.0 139.6 215.6 289.1
5.3 Processed intermediate products 114.9 199.1 172.8 202.6 227.2 171.1 257.0 426.3
5.3.2 Chem. fertilizers, insecticides 161.9 257.1 181.0 261.9 461.9 452.4 795.2 1428.6
5.3.3 Paper 95.2 169.0 233.3 300.0 257.1 142.9 176.2 257.2
|6.0 Capital goods 102.9 165.4 92.6 135.7 110.7 61.6 76,A 137.6]
6.1 Agricultural equipment 191.4 143.0 69.7 33.7 24.2 20.2 22.3 52.2
6.2 Equipment for specific Industries 103.7 160.3 86.4 98.4 102.9 56.3 73.3 100.4
6.3 Electrical machinery & appliances 96.1 180.9 121.0 111.7 146.8 105.2 121.3 225.3
6.4 Transport machinery & equipment 77.6 132.7 63.0 162.6 67.5 23.2 19.0 78.6
6.5 Miscellaneous machinery & equipment 118.5 211.2 129.8 150.4 179.0 108.9 150.4 221.1
l/.U Sample Total 107.6 160.2 128.8 136.6 142.9 125.9 157.9 212.51
Notes; a. Gi\^n in value constant U.S. $1,000 since 1948 imports rare negligible.
Sources: 1948-61 fron ECLA (1964) and the following tables therein: Group 1.0, Table 12, p. 28; Group 2.0, Table 13,
p. 29; Group 3.0, Table 3.0, p. 30; Croup 4.0, Tables 16 & 17, pp. 31-32; Group 5.0, Table 18, p. 33;
Group 6.0, Table 19, p. 35.
1960-70 from Import sao^le made available to author by IBGE.
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industrialization process^^(Table 5). Within the nondurable consumer group
(1.0), the value of imported foodstuffs and printed matter have risen by nearly
three times and drugs by seven times (lines 1.1 and 1.3), while imports of
beverages, textiles, and miscellaneous goods have fallen to a fraction of their
early levels. Within the group of durable consumer goods (2.0), imports of
vehicles and accessories (line 2.1) fell from an index level of 80.3 in
1948-1950 to 5.7 in 1969-1970. Imports of household appliances and miscellaneous
durables (lines 2.2-2.3) also demonstrate considerable reduction by the early
sixties, but the import levels of both these groups have risen rapidly in the
most recent years. Imports of fuel and oil derivatives (3.0) show mixed
evidence of successful import substitution. Coal imports (line 3.1.1) declined
52
until 1963 but have risen since. The visible decline of imported gasoline
and fuel oil and the rise of imported crude oil (lines 3.1.2.1-3) correspond
both to Petrobras* entry into refining and Brazil's failure to achieve self-
sufficiency in domestic oil exploitation.
The overall rise in the index of metallic intermediate imports (4.0)
summarizes the dramatic changes that have been occurring within metal-working
53industries. The steady growth of imports of nonferrous semiprocessed metals
(line 4.1.2) form a counterpoint to the general decline of imports of ferrous
processed metals (line 4.2.1).
^^Annual series are presented in the appendix which is available to readers
on request. Here we summarize the growth of specific imports which compose the
sample for three-year periods.
52,«.rhe rise in imports of metallurgical coal reflects the lapsing of the
requirement that minimum proportions of domestic foreign coal be used in
metallurgical processes.
The distinction between semiprocessed metallic goods, that is, raw
materials at early stages of production, and processed metallic goods is
necessarily arbitrary, especially in view of Baer's observation that some
processed" steel is imported in order to be reprocessed. See Baer [3 ], p. 60, n. 32,
Here we have followed the ECLA categories.
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The largest single import category, nonmetallic intermediate products
(category 5.0) is also divided into levels by the degree of processing.
Imports of raw materials (mostly wheat) have risen nearly three-fold during the
period, although imports of semiprocessed materials (mostly wood and chemicals)
have passed through more uneven trajectories. It is ironic that rising wheat
imports should also have coincided with rising imports of chemical fertilizers,
insecticides, and fungicides (line 5.3.2), which together are explained by the
expansion of export-oriented industrial crops and the neglect of basic food
production.
The relatively unstable growth of capital goods imports (category 6.0)
reflects both the uneven growth of national manufacturing and the expansion of
the very sector itself. Absolute imports of agricultural equipment and of
transport machinery (lines 6.1 and 6.4) have fallen most dramatically while
imports of electrical and miscellaneous machinery (lines 6.3 and 6.5) have
doubled since 1948-1950.54 The overall index of the sample total (category 7.0)
reflects a two-fold increase in overall imports during a period when industrial
output grew by more than five tines.
of Commodities: relative import substitution
Three patterns of relative import substitution emerge from the time
series of a lindted number of specific products for which imports may be compared
mav f .5^"® observations, especially for the most recent period,
i! of import sample to include a number of new commodities
ind^trSs ''withf^rtl "i'h shifts in the growth of intermediate: Within this sample, the electrical machinery category include motorsmachinery, equipment for Ltors and other
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Table 6
ImporC Coefficients by Selected Groups of Commodities
(Quantities of Imports to Total Apparent Consumption)
A. Fuels
1950 1951-53 1954-56^ 1957-59^ 1960-62^ 1963-65 1966-68*^ 1969-71® 1972-73
1. Coal 37.4 41.7 38.6 33.5 39.0 38.6
2. Coke — — — — — — — "5.4 9.2
3. Crude Petroleum 20.0 17.9 78.5 80.6 58.1 58.8 53.8 67.4 78.1
4. Major Petroleum Products
a. auto gasoline — — — 22.6 19.7 5.9 6.2 2.6 6.3
b. fuel oil — — — 30.7 18.4 2.7 1.2 0.0 0.0
c. dlesel oil — — — 5.5 27.6 .1 .7 .4 • 0.0
d. liquified gas — — — 28.1 36.3 33.9 30.2 39.8 36.8
B. Metallic Intermediate Products
5. Seml-flnlshed Steel** — — — — 13.1* 18.0* 12.4* 35.5 46.9
6. Soiled Steel Products—All 31.7 30.3 29.7 21.6 17.6 12.lt 10.7 13.8 20.0
a. flat-rolled 28.2 32.1 29.1 19.4 18.1 11.4t 12.1 16.0 24.2
b. non-flat rolled 33.4 29.1 30.0 25.6 17.2 12.8t 9.8 10.5 10.1
7. Five Non-ferrous Metals (total) — . — — 65.5 70.6 67.5 70.8 63.7 n.a.
a. aluminum — — — 29.2 42.7 44.0 47.8 33.7 n.a.
b. lead — — — 78.6 70.0 56.6 65.7 38.4 - n.a.
c. copper — — — 88.5 92.5 91.5 94.3 93.9 n.a.
d. tin — — — 31.8 20.5 22.7 22.7 8.8 n.a.
e. zinc — — — 80.5 79.1 88.2 87.0 86.4 n.a.
8. Nickel
— — —
85.1 92.1 62.8 76.1 68.1 n.a.
C. Non-metallic Intermediate
9. Paper 21.8 28.2 30.7 31.4 24.6 12.8 11.8 14.4 16.5
10. Chemical Pulp — — 61.0 43.3 12.2 4.8 4.8 5.5 15.3
11. Rubber — — 50.3 61.9 56.7 30.2 16.6 25.1 37.7
12. Caustic Soda — — 73.1 60.8 61.1 59.7 61.2 49.1 47.7
13. All Fertilizers — — — 38.5 40.6 47.2 61.2 67.1 62.2
a. nitrogen • — — — 75.0 75.0 71.7 92.3 87.9 76.5
b. phosphates — — — 6.6 4.8 14.7 25.0 42.4 50.0
c. potassium — — - — 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 • 100.0 100.0
14. vrheat — — — 74.9 75.7 80.4 78.1 57.1 55.2
^Data for 1956 only: chemical pulp, rubber, caustic soda.
^Data for 1959 only: coal, all major petroleum products, five nonferrous metals, all fertilizers, and wheat.
Data for 1962 only: steel Ingots; data available for 1960-61 for all rolled steel products, rubber, and nitrogen
j fertilizer.
^Data for 1968 only Is available for rubber. 1966 only data available for steel Ingots.
Data for 1969-70 only available for semifinished steel and iriieat. Data for 1970-71 available for all fertilizers.
^ Data preliminary for 1971 for five nonferrous metals and nickel.
Data available for 1972 only for coke; data available for 1973 only for wheat.
**Imports include mostly raw materials with some semlprocessed and processed content.
* Refer to steel ingots for the years 1962-65.
tData for 1965 only.
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to apparent consumption,^^ For a number of petroleum products (Table 6,
lines 1-4), the import share has fallen with the creation and expansion of
domestic manufacturing facilities as in the cases of auto gasoline, fuel oil,
and diesel oil in the most recent decade. A second pattern is expressed in
the rise in the import share of certain products as reflecting the success of
other import-displacing industries and their need for imported inputs at
progressively earlier stages of processing. The growth of petroleum refining
capacity has resulted in an increasing need for imported crude since 1966.
The failure to develop local substitutes has sustained the high import coeffi
cients for copper and zinc, and all forms of fertilizers (lines 7c and 7e,
13a-c).
In another set of industries, imports appear as an unstable fraction of
apparent consumption, sometimes falling, sometimes rising, depending on the
expansion of local capacity and the growth of local demand. For example, total
consumption of flat-rolled steel products rose more than ten times between
1950 and 1972 (line 6a) during an era when the import coefficient first fell
continually from 32,14 in 1951—53 to 11,1% in 1968 with the addition of domestic
capacity, and then rose to 24.2% in 1972-73 as capacity has lagged behind local
demand.
Groups of Commodities: a typology of import substitution
Viewed in a framework of comparative statics, the trajectories of the
different industries may be evaluated jointly in terms of both relative and
^^For many commodities apparent consumption can be estimated by summing
domestic production and imports and subtracting exports. For other products,
apparent consumption is reported directly and may be compared directly to
imports. These series, here expressed in quantity or volume terms, necessarily
omit consideration of quality and value changes.
-1^1-
absolute import substitution. The joint definition of a sector during industriali
zation pinpoints the whirlpools of motion beneath the superficial overlay of
industry-building. Tlie progress of visible substitution, measured by the change
in the value index of imports, may be positive (a), stable (&), or negative (y) ,
between successive periods as illustrated in Figure 3. Changes in relative
substitution, as measured by the import share in weight or volume terms between
successive periods, also may rise (a"), hold steady (g"), or fall quite
independent of the progress of visible substitution. The joint definitions
correspond to the sector caracatures outlined in Figure 3.
The movement from one location to another within the typology corresponds
to the alternating (not necessarily progressive) life-cycle of a sector as it
competes with, displaces, or allies with imports. Of these products
for which time series of both visible and relative import substitution are
available, two general movements are apparent. First, several sectors experience
first an ascent and then a decline in both absolute and relative import siibsti-
tution, corresponding to a shift from the y3' or yy' sectors to the aa' or ctg"'
sectors. The paper industry, for example, passed through a stage of heavy
imports in 1950-1959 (types yY^ Y^") to almost complete substitution from
1959-1965 (type aa') back to heavy imports again from 1965-1973 (types yS" and
YY The wheat sector also completed virtually the entire circuit, passing
through a stage of rising absolute and relative imports to one of relative
and then absolute import substitution, and finally returned once more to a high
import sector from 1959 to 1973 (types y3' to yy' to ya' to aa' to yy')- The
gasoline sector, which grew as a rising importer from 1959 to 1962, (type y6').
5 6 The years in Figure 4 refer to the overlapping three—year averages in
Tables 5 and 6,
Visible
Import
Substitution
Am^
falls
Am.
1
steady
Am.
1
rising
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Figure 3
Typology of Visible and Relative Import Substitution
y = A[M^/C^]
a
U falls
aa
Complete substitution
both visible & rela
tive
6a'
A growing sector
import substitutes
partially but not
visibly
Yci
An expanding sector
which is slowly dis
placing imports but
still requires a
growing absolute level
of Imports
p steady
A declining sector
still relies on a
fixed share of import
ed ingredients
Stable imports in a
stable industry
yS'
Local supplies of an
expanding sector fall
to displace imports
Y
y rising
ay
A collapsing sector
requires some diminu
tion of imports
By'
A collapsing sector
yields its market to
imports
YY
Import invasion or
sluggish expansion of
output: Imports grow
faster than local sup
ply or materials,
parts, or products
never before known or
needed are Imported In
increasing amounts
Note: The index by which a sector Is classified is said to rise or fall between two
successive three-year periods when the difference between the averages of two
such periods Is two point or greater.
Visible
Am,
a-f
yf
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Figure 4
Visible and Relative: Import Substitution by Sector
Brazil, 1950-1973
isolute A
V '
a'4-
aa
Wheat (68-71)-
JPaper (59-65)
Fuel oil (57-73)
rt^Gas (62-65) >—
Gas (68-70)^
3a-
Yd-
Wheat (65-68)^
Coal (65-68)-
Crude (59-62)
Crude (65-68)
Steel (56-62)'<^H
Aluminum (68-71)<
Fertilizers (71-73
a3'
Copper (62-65)
33'
Gas (65-68)
y3'
•Gas (57-62)
Copper (68-71)
Paper (56-59)^
Paper (65-68)
Wheat (59-62)—>
Coal (62-65)"^
> >
Coal (71-73)^
Crude (56-59)-^
Crude (62-65)
Rolled Steel(50-6)
Aluminum (62-65)*^
< ^
Zinc (59-62)
Zinc (65-71)
Y'f
ay
By
yy
Copper (59-62)
Copper (65-68)<-
Paper (50-56)
>Paper (68-73)
Wheat (62-65)
3-Wheat (71-73)4-
Coal (57-62)
Coal (68-71)
Crude oil (51-56)
)Crude oil (68-73)
^Steel (68-72)
4'Aluminuro (59-62)
^Aluminum (65-68)
Zinc (62-65)
Fertilizers (59-71
Note. A sector is classified jointly by the two measures whose successive three—year
averages rise or fall by more than two index points.
Sources: Tables 5 and 6.
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then successfully and consistently substituted Imports with some reversion
Ct3T)es aoL^ to 3$' to aa") . Of the other petroleum products, only fuel oil has
managed to keep relative and absolute imports to a minimum for the entire period
1957-1973 (type
Relative substitution for a number of sectors has risen or fallen as the
absolute level of imports increased all the while. For example, relative and
absolute imports of fertilizers and aluminum rose from 1959 to 1971 (types yy"
to yet")' All rolled steel products were successfully substituted in relative
terms from 1956 to 1972 (types yet' to crude oil passed from failure to
success to failure in terms of relative substitution from 1951 to 1973 (types
YY" to y3' to Ytt' aiid YY' again), during which time the absolute import levels
of these products rose continually.
Since the paths charted here for a few exemplary sectors form only a
sample drawn from the full array of imports, global conclusions can be
ventured with caution. However, it is apparent that some of the economic
structures created as a result of aggressive import substitution have proved
successful in resisting the direct penetration of foreign goods even in
recent years, as other sectors yielded to iiH)orts an increasing share of the
growing domestic market.
E* Manufacturing Industries; relative import substitution
An additional dimension of relative import substitution may be measured by
comparing the total value of imports in current cruzeiros to the current value
of local production for the manufacturing sectors (see Table 7). Using this
Many other commodities not examined here have long been successfully
substituted (type aa"), for exaspple, cement, specific steel products, trucks,
and automobiles.
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measure, we note that the overall import coefficient for all manufacturing fell
from 15.6% In 1949 to 9.7% in 1961 but has risen to 11.0% in 1971 (Table 7.
58line 18). From 1961 to 1971, the import coefficients in the sectors of
metallurgy, electrical and communications equipment, chemicals, paper, and
clothing all increased. The import coefficient of the chemical sector, after
having fallen continuously from 1949 to 1961, had by 1971 risen back to the
1949 level, while Che import shares for the paper and clothing-footwear
sectors were actually higher in 1971 than the 1949 coefficients!^® Significant
gains in relative iicport substitution continued from 1961 to 1971 for the
sectors of metal-processing, transport equipment, and rubber.^®
F. Conclusions
Two periods of postwar Brazilian imports may be discerned from the rough
pieces of the import substitution record assembled here. The violent
fluctuations in the overall level of imports between 1948 and 1965 have given
way since 1966 to a continuing upward surge. The success of Import substitution
for some sectors, notably consumer durables and metallic products, has, however,
not been interrupted, while other sectors, such as nondurable consumer goods
^®Note that the 1971 coefficients were calculated by a 100% reclassifica-
tion of all imports into the industrial categories. Data for earlier years are
drawn from the ECLA sample. Thus the columns in Table 7 are strictly comparable
only to the extent that the early ECLA sample does in fact accurately represent
imports throughout the period.
59In 1971, the share of imports to total supply for clothing was composed
of synthetic garments from Italy, scarves from Japan, and the category "used
clothing from the U.S., all imported over a 150% tariff. See Ministerio da
i-azenda 147] for imports and Agen<?o Editora Ltd. (1973) [l ] for tariffs.
60
noH calculations of sectors for 1971 as classified in the newc de CN.B.M. nova) are presented in Appendix Table 7. available to the reader
on request.
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and nometallic intermediate goods, have experienced rising import shares in
the most recent period. Although increasing in absolute terms during the recent
prosperity, imports of capital goods have swung through distinct cycles as both
the using industries and the local capital goods producers have continued to
grow.
The progress of relative import substitution for many products has been
highly volatile, sometimes gaining or losing during the period. The trend in
the overall manufacturing coefficient calculated in current value terms suggests
a nearly steady or slightly rising share of imports in the most recent decade,
with some sectors secure on their substituting trajectory and other sectors
losing to imports in relative terras.
* *
'Tis thou hast planned
This work, Teiresias! 'Tis thou must set
Another altar and another yet
Anrangst us, watch new birds, and win more hire
Of gold, interpreting new signs of fire!
But for they silver hairs, I tell thee true.
Thou now wert sitting chained amid thy crew
Of raving damsels for this evil dream
Thou hast brought us, of new Gods!
—King Pentheus in The Bacchae « p. 378
* * *
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VI. The Structure of Protection
Pentheus: Go swift to all the towers, and bar withal
(to guards) Each gate!
Dionysus: What, cannot God o'erleap a wall?
Pentheus: Oh, wit thou hast, save where thou needest it!
Dionysus: Whereso it most imports, there is my wit!—
—Euripedes, The Bacchae , p. 398
Surely, the growth of national industry and the gains of substituting
industrialization could not have been achieved without protection against
foreign imports. A series of defenses—tariff rates, exchange premiums, port
surcharges, excise taxes, and the like—have been differentially employed throu^-
out the period to barricade the local market against unwanted goods while
guaranteeing the uninterrupted flow of critical inputs. Rather than rely on
quantitative restrictions as have many other Latin American countries in com
parable circumstances, Brazil has created a protective structure which has relied
on the price mechanism as kind of dynamic, semi-permeable membrane for the
foreign sector.
The elements of the protective structure and their evolution, collected
from numerous Brazilian agencies and aligned by the present author, summarize a
profile of Brazilian political economy in a consistent form which otherwise
appears disordered, turbulent and confused with the great changes occurring
during the period.Nevertheless, our goal here is to translate the various
protective regimes—which include tariffs, exchange rates, advance deposits and
their exemptions directly in terms of price to the importer and trace these
throughout the substitution era. Our goal is to neasure the height and variation
of the protective barrier and compare the price of imported goods relative to a
similar set of domestic goods. In chronicling the movements of protection, we
seek to estimate the income and price elasticities of demand for in?)orts.
61See R. Weisskoff [67] for an extensive review of the literature, sources,
methods, and econometric results, or the original Clark-Weisskoff paper [11] and
Its appendix entitled, "Research Labyrinth" (1966).
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The framework on which I have relied for measuring protection Is built on
the tariffs and e^hange rates for each cononodlty of a standard saniple of 463
62
Imports selected by ECLA. The sample corresponds to the major commodities
from over 6,600 Items In the Brazilian Merchandise Nomenclature (NBM) and over
6 3
9,000 Items and subltems in the Brazilian tariff code.
A. The Distribution of Protection: nominal and combined
Brazil has relied primarily on two types of protection, and the importance
of each has varied during the period. Until specific tariffs were replaced by
ad valorum tariffs in 1958, the primary defense against imports was maintained
by the varying exchange premiums which fluctuated in the numerous auctions with
each currency's availability and categorization by the Monetary Authority.
Relative to the basic or fixed rate, the exchange premiums varied from nearly
250% in the case of highly-protected construction materials to a negative
64
premium of 8% for fuels.
62
The same sample utilized above in the present study for tracing the
visible Import substitution for nine use categories and for many specific
conmiodltles, made available to the author by IBGE. The original sanple selection
had been designed by Maria Concei^So Tavares for the ECLA studies and has been
continued since.
6 3
The official Brazilian classification of imports itself has passed
through several different nomenclatures. See Funda9ao IBGE, N^nipros Indices
[20] and Ministerio da Fazenda, Comercio Exterior [47] and [48] and
Nomenclatura [49]. Only in 1972 with the issuance of a new NBM has the system of
classifying import duties been united with import flows in a single, consistent
code. For earlier eras, "code converters" had been provided by the Finance
Ministry to transform tariff to import nomenclatures. See Agen^o Editora, Ltd.,
Manual de Actualizacao [1 ] for the current scheme and [24] for code converters,
64
Much has been written on the exchange system by Kafka [37] and Huddle [33]
and [34]. However, Clark and I [11] were the first to quantify the additive
effects of changes in protection for each commodity provided by the premium and
the tariff during the period 1953-1965. The current reported work is an
extension of our earlier efforts and is built on our original worksheets with
fresh data kindly made available to me by our Brazilian colleagues. See R.
Welsskoff [67] for detailed annual series.
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Another layer of protection was added with the implementation of ad valorum
duties in 1958. The highly-differentiated tariff may have provided "excessive"
protection for many not-so infant industries, while special waivers were routinely
granted on imports of fuels and wheat, capital goods needed for special
P\ R
projects, or other necessities for consumption or accumulation. The basic
tariff structure itself generally remained high and unchanging. Rather, iinports
were frequently reclassified from a low to a high tariff or exchange-rate
category as local "similars" came into production or the reverse reclassification
if local supply proved insufficient.
The distribution of the 1964 nominal tariffs on the total sample of 463
commodities is characterized by an overall unweighted mean of 54%, a range
of 150%, and standard deviation of 29% (Table 8, Panel A, column "Total Iii5)orts
1964"). A few use classes exhibit a relatively low nominal tariff rate, such
as the average 32% for agricultural equipment (Class 7) and 37% for intermediate
nonmetals (Class 5). The relatively high coefficients of variation (.80 and
.70, respectively) in these cases indicate the wide dispersion of tariffs.
With the 1964 crisis, the extension of generous AID program support, and
the recovery of the balance of payments, pressures were building up to
"liberalize" imports and lower the general level of protection. Expressed
in terms of nominal rates, duties exceeding 125% were eliminated, the number
of high duty items reduced, and by 1967, the unweighted mean of all tariffs
in the sample fell from 54% to 39%. The rising coefficient of variation
suggests a widening relative distribution of nominal duties. (See Table 8
column entitled, "Total Imports 1967").
The combined measure of the total nominal import barrier, here termed the
comprehensive rate of protection, has been estimated as the sum of the nominal
65
See P. Clark [10].
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tariff plus the exchange rate premium for each commodity expressed as a
percentage over and above the cost of importing the same commodity tariff-free
at the basic rate of exchange. The range of these comprehensive levels of
nominal protection for 1964 exceeds the range of nominal tariffs, varying from
a 20% subsidy for certain essentials to a premium of more than 350% for
"similars" and luxury goods (Table 8, Panel B). For fuels, the mean conq)rehensive
level of protection is actually lower than the nominal tariff rate, as a
negative exchange premium was used to subsidize the inflow of these goods. For
all other use classes, the unweighted means of con^rehensive protection range
from twice to three times the nominal tariff levels. Similarly, the decline
in the overall mean of combined protection from 138% to 73% from 1964 and 1966
and the decline in the coefficient of variation from .81 to .16 reflect, first,
the consolidation of the numerous premium categories; second, the shifting of
goods to the cheaper category; and third, the lessening of the differential
between the remaining categories.
B. The Rate of Protection, 1953-1970
Changes in the level of average nominal tariffs have been traced for each
use class from 1958 to 1970 by weighing commodity tariffs for each year by a
constant bundle of 1962 imports (see Table 9, Panel A, coluim 0). Some
diminution in the nominal rates for total imports may be noted throughout the
period but especially after 1967-1968.
The comprehensive rate of protection (column fi), which combines both the
nominal duty and the exchange premium on each commodity weighted by 1962 Imports,
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(Table 9, Panel A, last column on right-hand side) peaks in 1957 in reaction to
the crises of the preceding year, then diminishes, temporarily and rises again
in the early 1960*s. The "special" exchange category was finally eliminated in
1968, and the "liberalized" tariff structure has come to dominate the protective
process by the end of the period.
The average tariffs presented here have been calculated in a two step
procedure. First, the average commodity tariff (0.) was estimated as the
unweighted average of all the component tariff sub-items for each of the 463
commodities. Then the tariff-plus-premium (to) of the individual commodities
were weighted by 1962 imports to estimate levels of protection for each of the
nine broad use classes for 18 years.
The tariff level on each commodity, 0., is thus intended to reflect the
height of the barrier which an importer presumably faces when he first compares
the price of locally-made goods with foreign ones at the basic exchange rate and
is estimated:
2 0, .
k[1] 0. = ^ , k = 1, n
^ " i = 1. .... 463.
where n varies with the number of tariff items listed per commodity, and 0^ is
the average commodity tariff "adjusted" for administrative decrees or waivers.
The exchange rate for each commodity, E., is calculated:
^ ^1,-
k[2] E. = k = 1, .... n
" j = 1, .... 9
i = 1, .... 463.
where the item exchange rates, c, are drawn from any of the five standard
"category" rates from 1953 to 1957 or two from 1958 to 1968. Additional exchange
rates have been applied for wheat, petroleum, newsprint, fertilizers, insecticides,
fruits and auto chasses for different periods.
The combined rate of protection (1 + ti)) for each commodity ^ for each
year _t, expressed as a percentage of its dollar GIF price relative to the same
good entering duty-free at the basic exchange rate, is:
E
[3] (1 + oj) = 0 ^ + for i = 1, ..., 463
t ^t t = 1953, 1970.
where Q is the commodity tariff rate; 0 the "fiscal dollar" rate for which
the dollar price of imports was converted to cruzeiros for the purpose of
calculating the tariff in U.S. dollars; the average exchange rate for
foreign currency to import commodity and p the basic exchange rate.
The comprehensive or combined rate of protection (1 + ^?) for each
class for each year ^ is a weighted average of the commodity rates:
Sm (1 + n)
+ = In.,,,
x62 J = 1, ..., 9
t = 1953, .... 1970.
use
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Table 9
Patterns of Protection, 1953-1970
A. Tariff and Exchange Protection by Use Classes (in percent)*
Class 1 ClasBi 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Clasa 7 Class 8 Class 9
Non- Dur. Durable Metallic Non-1Met. Construc Capital Capital Capital
Consuner Conatmer Intenmed. Interned. tion Eq. for Eq. for Eq. for Total
Gooda Goods Fuels Goods Goods'' Materials Aaric.*^ Induatryc Tranaoort^ Imports
0 n 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 ft 0 n 0 Q 0 n 0 a 0 a
1953^ 52 79 __ -34 34 — 58 — 102 — 2 — 80 — 84 — 33
1954 52 — 82 — -35 — 22 — 38 — 104 — 2 — 78 — 83 — 28
1955 39 68 -16 — 18 — 33 — 103 — 2 — 71 — 80 — 25
1956 53 — 86 — -27 — 28 — 45 — 121 — 2 — 88 — 98 — 35
1957 119 — 177 — -8 — 63 — 114 — 248 — 5 — 180 — 197 — 93
1958 38 73 45 62 41 -21 36 47 21 28 56 50 9 a 45 40 34 41 38 34
1959 38 65 45 58 41 -10 36 46 24 29 56 55 9 9 48 45 34 40 40 25
1960 38 85 45 68 41 -19 36 55 23 39 56 58 9 9 45 41 35 38 39 25
1961 38 144 46 112 42 24 36 92 22 78 56 89 9 22 46 65 35 72 38 62
1962 39 138 46 114 42 26 36 100 22 70 56 87 9 39 46 79 35 82 38 68
1963 38 157 45 133 41 41 36 115 23 79 56 117 9 53 45 96 35 98 33 75
1964 38 152 45 126 41 16 36 97 23 67 56 105 9 40 45 78 35 85 32 58
1965 3S 122 45 99 41 37 36 82 22 54 56 83 9 20 45 62 35 65 32 52
1966 38 16? 42 71 2 -1 37 54 26 30 56 62 10 10 46 48 38 48 30 35
196r 27 — 42 18 54 — 18 — 39 — 15 — 34 — 26 — 25 —
1968^ 31 — 38 — 1 25 — 22 — 42 — 24 — 39 — 33 — 25 —
1969^ 40 41 1 — 32 22 — 42 — 24 — 39 — 33 — 26 —
1970^ 40 — 41 — 1 — 32 — 21 42 — 24 — 39 — 33 — 26 —
B. The Relative Price of Imports:
by uee class^
[the Ratio of the Index of Tariff & Exchange Protection/the Domestic Price Index]
(i) (g)
1953 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1954 1.073 1.028 1.028 .928 .932 1.033 1.072 1.060 1.066 1.017 1.055
1955 1.295 1.037 1.399 l.lOl 1.152 1,536 1.418 1.348 1.388 1.233 1.451
1956 1.426 1.201 1.248 .927 1.168 1.469 1.296 1.350 1.391 1.231 1.253
1957 1.503 1.274 .997 1.106 1.228 1.542 .995 1.507 1.563 1.253 .591
1958 2.182 1.764 1.977 1.690 1.538 1.334 1.824 1.335 1.322 1.600 1.983
1959 1.972 1.578 2.097 1.484 1.370 1.401 1.734 1.303 1.233 1.581 1.800
1960 1.934 1.322 1.899 1.496 1.391 1.388 1.801 1.327 1.267 1.555 1.681
1961 2.099 1.553 1.957 1.644 1.340 1.377 1.858 1.416 1.441 1.659 1.080
1962 1.777 1.371 2.022 1.233 1.083 1.221 1.739 1.268 1.265 1.519 1.043
1963 1.913 1.228 1.990 1.206 .964 1.128 1.563 1.133 1.124 1.391 .764
1964 2.000 1.403 2.045 1.232 1.136 1.545 1.924 1.383 1.411 1.546 1.104
1965 1.698 1.115 1.906 .992 .940 1.252 1.437 1.093 1.094 1.329 1.052
1966 1.092 .912 — .776 .755 .936 1.186 .905 .883 .949 1.092
1967 1.001 .762 — .637 .596 .761 1.316 .866 .800 .863 1.128
1968 1.079 .702 — .637 .659 .701 1.322 .545 .789 .858 1.100
1969 1.245 .734 — .620 .642 .710 1.267 .822 .768 .841 1.089
1970 1.328 .720 — .562 .533 .687 1.166 .745 .696 .755 .947
Notes: a) 0 is average tariff rate and n is average tariff plus exchange premium for each use class calculated as the
average of the tariff rates 9. and tariff-and-exchange premiums w. for each commodity weighted by 1962 itoports. 6. and
Wj are themselves simple aritnmetic averages of the tariff and exchange rates which apply to the items in the nomencla
ture which comprise the commodity.
(1) (1 + • Emjd +
(2)
(3)
(^)
(1 +
®i " fki''"
^1 -
1 9
1 463.
k - 1.
where U. and u. are the average tariff-and-exchange premiums for each uee class and commodity, respectively; are
commodity imports in 1962, the selected weights; 6 and 0. are the average tariffs for each use class and coimoodlty,
respectively; <> Is the fiscal dollar, the rate of exchange used in applying ad valorum tariffs to in^>ort8, o is the
basic exchange rate, and E. Is the average exchange rate for importing commodity 1. 8. . and e. . are the tariffs and
exchange rates, respectively, which apply to each item in the nomenclature.
b) Figures exclude wheat.
c) Figures are not adjusted for administrative reductions and waivers.
d) From 1953-1957 tariffs were specific and are Ignored here. The special exchange category vas abolished In 1967;
thereafter E • ♦ - p, and G. - w..
'> ""j • iVd'j - " +#>/io5/tP5)j) j -1 9.
where P* is the index of annual relative price of imports (P ) Co domestic goods (P.) for each use class. Asteriska
indicate the variables defined above, indexed to 1953 as a base year.
f) The domestic price index used in this series is the sum of the individual price indices of each use class weighted
by 1962 imports.
g> The domestic price index used here is the general wholesale price index.
-ex
changes in the absolute level of import protection are of concern insofar
as they are compared to changes in the prices of locally-produced competitive
goods. A rising level of protection may serve to encourage imports if domestic
prices are rising even faster. Thus, it is the movement of the price index of
protected relative to a similarly-weighted bundle of local goods which
measures both the varying competitiveness of imports and the consequences
of rapid inflation, serial devaluations, and the shifting pressures for relief
against protection.
The resulting series of the relative price of imports for the nine \ise
classes and overall imports (Table 9, Panel B), indicate a steadily rising price
of total imports (column f) from 1953 through 1961 and a gradual decline there
after. Thus, the price of imports, expressed in terms of duties and exchange
premiums, may be said to have risen more than the price of comparable domestic
goods during the first period. In the later years, wholesale prices have
where m^^^ imported commodity in current collars for 1962.
This two-stage procedure for estimating the unweighted commodity protection
and then the weighted use-class protection is also intended to represent the
degree of substitutibility which an importer faces at the different levels;
the choice of sub—items which compose each "commodity" may be sensitive to
differential protection, but to weight these item-tariffs by actual purchases
would amount to throwing out those high tariffs on certain items which do, in
fact, function to keep out certain imports. Weighing only the broad use-class
tariffs by actual imports, as we have done here, acknowledges the impact of
forces other than differential protection in determining the exact import basket.
This two stage procedure is intended to provide a standard and consistent
indicator for comparing levels of protection for different use classes in
different years. For a more extensive discussion of alternative weighting
schemes and their consequences, see Clark-Weisskoff [11] and Weisskoff [67],
67
Here the combined rate of protection is taken to be the major determinant
of the changing price of imports and assumes international prices relatively
stable for this analysis. This is the inverse form of the conventional analyses
of import demand which consider the price index of import prices relative to
domestic prices and ignore changing exchange rates and tariffs completely as in
Houthakker and Magee [32] and Khan [38].
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risen more rapidly than the combined lowering of the tariff and devaluation
of the cruzeiro. In the cases of nondurable consumer goods (Class 1) and
capital equipment for agriculture (Class 7), the relative price of imports
still remains quite high, although reduced considerably from earlier levels.
For the categories of durable consumer goods (Class 2), intermediate goods
(Classes 4-5), and the remaining capital goods (Classes 8-9), the relative
fiRprice of imports fell from 1964 and 1970 to almost half their original levels.
The Brazilian protective structure appears to have passed through two
complete phases. First, the differential exchange premium provided the basic
protection and was supplemented by generally high and wide-ranging duties. By
the middle and late 1960's, both the exchange premiums and the tariffs were
consolidated, some duties were liberalized, and the exchange rate devalued more
systematically. Since 1971, however, the tariff code has been revised, the
rates generally raised, and an extended scheme of "minimum prices" instituted
behind the facade of continued liberalization, maintaining the barrier
behind which national industry continues to expand.
C. Import Demand Elasticities
The relationship between continuing imports and national growth is founded,
ironically, on the contradiction between local industry's need for foreign
materials and its continuing success in displacing these needs. The record of
relative import prices, capital formation, and income growth together permit us to
68The relative price of imports for each use class P-j^ is the ratio of the
index of import prices (P ) to the index of domestic prices (P,) . For
^^ jt d
convenience, this ratio is calculated as the product of the indices of the
combined rate of protection and the partial price variable V
'"p.
j53 P 53 '•Vj53 t = 1953,
[5] P., =
P
m
(1 + fi).^
(1 + i2) .
1970
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venture some estimates on the likely effects of continued growth on import
demand. (See Table 10),^^
The significant income or, in this case, capital elasticities estimated
from the conventional double-log model are generally elastic and range from
1.80 for total imports to 5.52 for capital goods for transport. The significant
price coefficients in the double-log model are highest for construction materials
(-1.26) and consumer nondurables (-1.08) and most inelastic for the remaining
use classes. The significantly negative trend coefficients
in both models reflect the ongoing success of import-replacing industrialization
and vary from 32.16% for tr^sport goods to 8.39% for total imports.
^e elasticities derived from the direct or non-log form With respect to
capital formation are similar in magnitude to the corresponding significant
69
See Weisskoff [67] for a fuller discussion of the forms, variables, and
estimates. The log-log form is:
a. . oc^ . ct . .
[6] M_ = A • K • P. . e •^ • w.
Jt t jt
j = 1, ..., 9 and t = 1953, 1970.
where is the series of merchandise imports for nine use classes
dollars'^ K is gross capital formation given in billions of constant
cruzeiros CCr$); is the Import price variable; t is a time trend variable,
1953 = 1, and Wjt is the error term assumed to be log-normally distributed with
zero mean and unit variance, and a2j are the elasticities of imports for
the use classes with respect to capital formation and price, respectively,
and a3j is the percentage change in imports with respect to time, a measure of
the import substitution trend.
The untransformed or direct form is based on a strictly additive relation
ship :
[7] M = e + 3 .K + 3. .P., + L. + v.^
jy Oj Ij t 2j 3t 3j jt
in current
t 1953
coefficients of capital formation,
assumed distributed normally
with zero mean and unit variance.
The constants in equations [6] and [7] do npt appear in Table 10.
where 3oi ^ constant; 3xj» i i
price and time, respectively. Tne error term, vjt> is
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coefficients from the log-log model. The elasticities for the capital goods
classes are slightly lower, and the two significant price coefficients less
elastic-
These estimates of the underlying import structure reflect both the
continuity of import needs and the budget-like constraint which, during most of
the period, had forced Brazil to rely on the price mechanism for allocating
scarce foreign exchange. Indeed, the evidence assembled here would lead us to
expect that in the light of the continuing growth trend and irrespective of
changes in the protective structure, the expansion of import needs and the
resulting exchange imbalances are likely to lead to Brazil's increasing reliance,
not on her own resources, but on international capital flows.
A comparison of the overall import elasticities (Table 10, line 1) from
either model with the Brazilian income and price export elasticities estimated
by Houthakker and Magee (line 12) suggests the likelihood of continuing trade
imbalances, even if Brazilian rates of growth and inflation slowed to the levels
of her trading partners. It should be noted that since the export composition
has altered considerably since their estimates were made, current export
elasticities may prove much more elastic. Nevertheless, even the gargantuan
trade imbalances of recent years presently offer no obstacle, as they are
routinely offset by large scale capital inflows.
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VII. Concliisions
Agdv6: My father, a great boast is thine this hour.
Thou hast begotten daughters, high in power
And valiant above all mankind—
—Would that my son likewise
Were happy of his hunting, in my way.
When with his warrior bands he will essay
The wild beast! —
Will no one bring him hither, that mine eyes
May look on his, and show him this prize!
—Euripedes, The Bacchae, pp. 427-8.
A. Background of the Study
In the early phases of import substitution, Brazilian economic growth,
thought constrained by a shortage of imports, turned to the deliberate and
accelerated promotion of modern industry which, nevertheless, demanded a high
level of imported intermediate and capital goods for continuing progress.
Brazil thus turned only partially inward, relying on its own final production
to maintain a foreign, rather than indigenous, life style, and sought several
pathways out of the recurring crises of the 1950*s and the early 1960's. To
obtain the desired technology, certain markets, such as autos, were informally
reserved for foreign subsidiaries; others, such as paper, for the national
entrepreneur; and still others, such as petroleum refining, for state enterprise,
Uneasy with foreign capital, Brazil relied on internal accumulation and on
loans from foreign governments or multinational institutions. Her hostility
toward private foreign capital was to prove as long-lived as the civilian regine.
Out of the crises of the 1960*s—continued balance of payments deficits,
a slowing of industrial growth, a rise in the rate of inflation—also energed
a critical analysis of those structural elements which, it was argued, had
spurred growth in the 1950's and at last were being played out: export earnings
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from coffee were In decline and noncoffee earnings disappointing. "Fixed" and
necessary imports of wheat, fuels, and newsprint, plus the burden of profit
remittances were absorbing larger shares of scarce foreign exchange. The
sharpening duality between "modernized" farming and manufacturing on the one
hand, and subsistence agriculture and obsolete plantations on the other, was
already leading to grave regional strains. Pressure from the urban masses for
higher wages, education, and health-care caught the govemioent in a cross-fire,
and was forcing structural reform to ease the pressure from within and a
groping for more extensive foreign borrowing to ease the pressure from without.
The "revolution" of 1964, the assumption of power by the military and its
collaborating tecnicos, marks a distinct phase in Brazilian political economy.
Large official inflows of IMF and U.S. AID support celebrated Brazil's return
into the Western coiranunity.With the applause of the multilateral agencies
once earned and the economy stabilizing, private foreign capital began redis
covering Brazil. The recession turned to boom, warming the investment climate,
and local tecnicos and foreign investors alike began praising the economic
miracle. The pressure kept on local wages by the military, the outlawing of
labor disputes, and the disbanding of the Congress have, through their impact
on the income distribution, meant rapid accumulation by the capitalist and
increased sacrifice by the working class. And from this torturous path has
emerged a form of prosperity which continually surprises even its most skeptical
critics.
The impulse critical to the early postwar phase of in5>ort substitution
appears to be no longer needed under current conditions. With the iii5)ort
constraint loosened and the critics of foreign control muffled, the Brazilian
^^See Baer [2 ], p, 9.
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state now faces a wider lattitude in its policy alternatives. Difficulties
once thought to be inherent to the import-substituting track now appear post-
ponable with the skewing of real income and the redistribution of purchasing
power. This familiar solution to the stagnationist dilemma has not, of course,
been reserved for the developing countries alone.
B. The Balance of Payments
Writing in 1964, Maria Concei9So Tavares had already noted two stages in
the Brazilian balance of payments. In the early period, the balance owed its
growth to the expansion of the export sector, while autonomous foreign capital
began seeping in by the mid-1950*s as compensation for the failure of export
72
performance. This early trickle, which virtually evaporated in 1963-1967,
73merely foreshadowed the massive inflows which began afresh in 1968. They
also set the stage for future profit and interest payments which could again
become a major drain should Western finance capital's enthusiasm for Brazil
ever subside.
Perhaps Brazil's fundamental reorientation toward the international
economy is stabilizing. Remittances of capital abroad, once a mere 5% of
total exchange expenditures, have held steady around 18% in the past 15 years.
This is not to say that such remittances will not rise in the future, for their
delay may be tolerated only as long as Brazil's need for foreign capital
continues to ejqjand. For the time being, however, many companies are financing
^^ECLA [16], p. 15.
73
The once-articulated premonition that export failure would force
dependence on capital inflows against the social welfare has been discarded
as a serious position. Deficits in the trade balance which were, once remedied
with official loans, are now balanced by the sale of local assets to foreigners,
in short, the unambiguous "opening" of Brazil since 1969.
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their growing operations from profits generated within Brazil. The accumulation
of indebtedness, not the annual flows of their repatriation, would prove more
illustrative of the true magnitude of foreign claims against Brazil.
The once-compelling fear that the demand for so-called fixed imports would
require increasing shares of foreign earnings has also been temporarily set
aside. The share of exchange available for imports of nonessential goods and
services, which had fallen from 75% in the early 1950's to 31% by 1960, has
risen to nearly 50% in recent years. Exports of manufactured goods and new
primary staples have grown under an umbrella of traditional staples. Domestic
replacement of imported intermediate and raw materials, once-thought absolutely
necessary, has continued, and heavy capital inflows offset growing negative
balances in the current accounts. In recent years, the rise in export earnings
the aggressive flow of international capital have both pried open an economy
which was in the process of sealing itself off from the international sphere
and consciously reducing its overall import capacity despite the spectacular
rise of national income.
C. The Structure of Imports and Protection: Concluding Speculation
Our study of the import structure may shed some li^t on a number of
conflicting hypotheses regarding the foreign sector. One hypothesis would have
led us to expect great surges of domestic production of previously-imported
goods during periods of exchange scarcity and symmetrically, an erosion of
import substitution during the most recent period. An alternative view,
recognizes the irreversability of protection and predicts the resumption of
large-scale capital imports enabling Brazilian industry to proceed into those
higher stages, of substitution previously thought too technologically remote
or complex. It has also been argued that the reduction' in the import share
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df total supply has merely sharpened Brazil's dependence on fewer Items of
foreign trade, further compression on which is sufficient to plunge the economy
into a major tailspin.
These hypotheses, however debated in the past, all miss the point. The
exchange constraint must be seen not as the tit—for-tat substitution of imports
by national industry. The Brazilian development program never pretended self-
sufficiency or autarky as its goal. The process of import substitution may be
seen as the attempted final constriction on the last remnants of colonial
openness, as the domestic pursuit of a life style once replete with final
imports, now to be sustained with iii5>orted raw and intermediate materials,
technology, and foreign capital. The process may have proved to be, as
Hlrschman has written, "inward-looking," but nevertheless a facsimile of an
74outward pattern. The touted industrial diversification of Brazil may be
viewed as a domestic replica of a "would-be" pattern of imports with the latest
advancements of Western consumerism making their debut simultaneously in
Brazil and in the wealthier countries.
Nor can the reduction of the overall Import coefficient be taken either
way as evidence of dependency. The general style of development, Brazil's
imitation of foreign styles of consumption, and her fancied isolation (which
must have seemed very real in the early 1960's), must all have contributed to
a perception of extreme dependency on the international sector. Yet out of
Brazil's very success at import substitution, her hostility toward foreign
capital, and her weariness of dependency emerged the crisis of the early
74See Hlrschman [31] and H. G. Johnson [36], pp. 109-112.
For example, the condition negotiated with the Ford Motor Company for
entry into the Brazilian car market in 1967 was the introduction of the
identical and latest model Galaxie planned for the U.S. market. All machine
tools and parts, however, were to be made in Brazil.
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slxties which combined the loss of financial confidence internationally with
the guillotine-like downswing of her own industrial cycle.
Despite the disappearance of the exchange constraint today, it is hardly
likely that twenty years of protected industry would sacrifice itself to
foreign imports in the name of "liberalization." Some imported categories of
international goods, such as electronic calculators and sports cars, recently
invented or redesigned, continue to embellish the life style for certain
income classes and serve to date local models as inferior or outmoded.
Meanwhile some mass needs, to the extent they enter the sphere of commodity
production, are met by locally—manufactured but earlier vintages, cheapened
versions tailored for the mass market, or by cast—off goods from the middle
and upper classes.
To summarize some of the empirical findings, imports of many categories
of consumer goods, while increasing in absolute terms, remain a much reduced
share of total supply. Considerable inflows of crude oil and new machinery
continue, perhaps to be substituted in some later era. Ii^orts of intermediate
goods have noticeably risen as well. In the case of wheat, no national
priority has been set for domestic production of food crops, and processed
and semiprocessed metal imports continue to grow as well with the general level
of prosperity and the absence of new mineral exploitation. Once the world^s
greatest rubber exporter, Brazil now imports nearly half of her needed synthetic
rubber (and some natural latex as well), not to mention the imports of crude
petroleum Brazil needs to produce the other half. Once a significant exporter
of rice and corn, Brazil now imports large quantities of wheat, dried codfish,
76^
In5)orts of calculators rose from $21 to $38 million from 1971 to 1973,
while car imports held steady around $20 million.
^^Both of these effects have significance in the dynamic growth of North
American industry since World War I.
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and powdered milk to feed her working class. In return for increasing exports
of raw cotton and wool, she imports synthetic fibers for her textile mills.
But success of international trade is not to be measured on the strength
or desperateness of a nation*s people, but rather on the coordinates of inter
national trade and profit. As Kuznets has written, international trade consists
of "material flows of men, goods, and funds; peaceful or warlike; under condi
tions of political equality or of dependence; under private auspices or
dominated by governmental authority" which reflect the internal and external
78conditions of each country. Indeed, the reopening of Brazil at the end of
the 1960*s has been brought about by a regime with a fresh evaluation of both
the foreigner and her own national needs.
Brazil's newly-created industrial titans walk tall behind Brazil's high
tariff walls. National industries producing autos, electrical equipment, and
chemicals hold their own against imports, courtesy of the high nominal and
higher effective rates of protection and the decisions made in Brasilia, S3o
Paulo, and the multinational's headquarters. The Brazilian market for autonx)-
biles and light trucks, once said to be saturated with annual production of
100,000 units in 1964, absorbed more than six and a half times that number in
1973, and the industry continues to drive on fresh know-how, design, and cash
79from North America, Japan, and Western Europe.
The greening" of Brazilian capitalism carries with it new risks and
cycles which can now be handled more openly within the Western industrial
78
Simon Kuznets [40], pp. 2-3.
79The Brazilian "Aero-willys," a vestigial transplant of Kaiser's "Henry J,"
has Itself been replaced since 1972 with new models which include the Ford
Galaxie, Maverick, and Corcel; GM's Opala, Chevette; the Dodge Dart, and the
VW Kharmann Ghia. Volkswagon remains the leading producer selling 368,000
units in 1973. See IBGE [22] 1974, p. 264, for production figures.
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community. Even if Brazil should again face a crisis of confidence of capital,
there is nothing that would prohibit the economy from picking up where it had
left off in the early 1960*s. Exploitation of her newly-discovered offshore oil
could permit domestic replacement of imported crude, and the import substitution
process is likely under any circumstances to continue into petrochemicals,
fertilizers, and plastics. Alternatively, we have learned from other developing
countries, also recently visited by some Westerners, that natural rubber still
serves as a basis for an expanding tire industry and hon^-grown cotton for a
giant textile industry. To regard the maturing of the Brazilian industrial
plant as excessively rigid in the future would be inconsistent with the great
adaptability demonstrated in the last 25 years.
Could Brazil's current acceptance of international capital be followed by
another attempted withdrawal from that community? On the contrary, the revitali-
zation of Brazilian exports and her limited success at manufactured exports are
indicative of her altered role in the division of labor within the Western
community. Trade imbalances between "partners" are handled not by self-imposed
blockade or expropriation, but by capital movements and adjustments in interest
rates. The shifting import schedules and the varying gains of relative import
substitution we have noticed express changes in territorial repartition by
major trading partners of different processing stages. Without affecting
her internal structure, Brazil may have irrevocably swapped for that set of
circumstances which once gave rise to specifically local crises, yet another
set of circumstances which provides for her fuller participation in the wider
capitalist community and for the global crises inherent in that framework.
* *
And the end men looked for cometh not.
And a path is there where no man thought.
So hath it fallen here.
—Concluding Chorus in Euripedes,
The Bacchae , p. 436
A * *
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Appendix Table 6
BRAZIL: OVER-ALL IMPORT COEFFICIENTS, 1948-69
(Cr§ 1,000,000 in current prices)
Supply of
domestic
Import Coefficients
Imports of
goods and
services
Gross M M
Year
domestic
product
goods and
services
GDP
[l-»2]
Supply
[1+3]
1948 22.1 166.2 216.7 13,3 10.2
1949 22-0 195.8 251.9 11.2 8.7
1950 22.3 232.7 294.4 9.6 7.6
1951 41.0 270.9 263,7 15.1 15.6
1952 40.0 337.3 437.3 11.9 9.4
1953 28,8 398.8 498.3 7.2 5.8
1954 49.6 523.4 677.0 9.5 7.3
1955 56.3 665.3 839.7 8.5 6,7
1956 62.8 839.6 1,058.7 7.5 5.9
1957 81.8 1,025.4 1,299.8 8.0 6.3
1958 97.0 1,199.5 1,554.5 8.1 6.2
1959 152.7 1,615.6 2,141.9 9.5 7.1
1960 202.8 2,245.8 2,958.3 9.0 6.9
1961 300.1 3,379.9 4,352.2 8.9 6.9
1962 445.8 5,532.7 7,047.2 8.1 6.3
1963 1,206.7 10,016.6 13,135.3 12,1 9.2
1964 1,476.1 19,082.6 24,531.1 7.7 6.0
1965 2,305.0 30,147.1 39,122,6 7.7 5,9
1966 3,625.6 42.905.5 57,349.7 8.3 6.3
1967 4,786.0 57,972.7 76,272.3 8.3 6.3
1968 7,551.0 78,280.9 107,430.8 9.7 7.0
1969^ 10,049.8 103,682.7 143,166.7 9.7 7.0
1970 14,476.1 165,295.9 221,040.8 8.8 6.5
1971 21,163.6 221,144.0 295,431.0 9.5 7.1
1972 30,706.0 289,206.9 389,838.7 10.6 7.9
1973^ 44,172.1 382,575.2 521,335.2 11.5 8.5
Sources: IBGE, Anuario Estadistico do Brasil, various years.
^Preliminary estimates.
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4
of
Imports
and
Import Substitution
(corresponding to Text Tables 5, 6, 7)
Appendix Tables:
A.l Imports of Nondurable Consumer Goods; Indices (1948=100) and
Shares of Values In 1955 Prices, 1948-70
A.2 Imports of Durable Consumer Goods; Indices (1948=100) and
Shares of Value in 1955 Prices, 1948-70
A.3 Imports of Fuels, Lubricants and Other Petroleum Derivatives,
1948-70
A.4 Imports of Intermediate Metallic Products, 1948-70
A.5 Detail of Intermediate Metal Products
A.6 Imports of Nonmetallic Raw Materials and Intermediate
Products, 1948-70
A.7 Imports of Capital Goods, 1948-70
A.8 Consumption and Imports of Coal, 1959-73
A.9 Consumption and Imports of Coke, 1969-72
A.10 Consumption and Imports of Crude Petroleum, 1950-73
A.11 Consumption and Imports of Major Petroleum Products , 1959-73
A.12. Consumption and Imports of Semifinished Steel, 1962-66, and 1968-73
A.13 Consumption and Imports of Rolled Steel, 1950-61 and 1968-73
A.14 Consumption and Imports of Principal Nonferrous Metals. 1959-71
A.15 Consumption and Imports of Principal Nonferrous Metals, 1959-71
A.16 Consumption and Imports of Nickel, 1959-71
A.17 Consumption and Imports of All Paper, 1950-73
A.18 Consumption and Imports of Chemical Pulp for the Paper and
Paperboard Industry, 1956-73
A.19 Consumption and Imports of Rubber, 1956-73
A.20 Consumption and Imports of Caustic Soda, 1956-73
A.21 Consumption and Imports of Fertilizers, 1959-68 and 1970-73
A.22 Consumption and Imports of Wheat, 1959-73
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Table A. 8
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF COAL
(1,000 Tons)
Year
Apparent
Consumption Production Imports
Import
Coefficient
1959 2,050 1,284 766 37,4
1960 2,205 1,277 928 42,1
1961 2,175 1,256 919 42.3
1962 2,671 1,583 1,089 40.8
1963 2,549 1,542 1,007 39,5
1964 2,698 1,682 1,016 37.7
1965 2,886 1,761 1,125 38.6
1966 3,211 1,735 1,476 33.9
1967 3,469 1,956 1,512 35.3
1968 3,970 2,336 1,634 41,2
1969 3,992 2,343 1,649 39,5
1970 4,040 2,311 1,728 38.7
1971 4,093 2,327 1,766 38.7
1972 4,146 2,461 1,695 40.1
1973 4,263 2,686 1,577 37.0
Sources for 1959-68: IBGE,
1969-73: IBGE,
Retrospectivas, p. 199.
Anuario Estadistico 1971, p. 494; 1973,
p. 545; 1974, p. 591 (production as residual
calculated from consumption and imports).
Year
1969
1970
1971
1972
-99-
Table A.9
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF COKE
Apparent
Consumption Production
1,819
1,980
2,024
2,010
1,729
1,875
1,905
1,826
Import
Coefficient
Imports (percentage)
89
105
119
184
4.9
5.3
5.9
9.2
Sources; IBGE, Anuarlos 1972, p. 500; 1973. p. 550.
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Table A.10
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF CRUDE PETROLEUM
(1,000 m^)
Year
Apparent
Consumption Production Imports Exports
Import
Coefficient
1950 55 44 11 20.0
1951 109 90 19 17.9
1952 116 98 17 15.4
1953 150 119 30 20.3
1954 272 129 142 52.4
1955 3,777 264 3,513 93.0
1956 5,418 529 4,889 90.2
1957 6,164 1,318 4,846 78.6
1958 5,832 2,467 5,652 2,288 96.9
1959 8,645 3,751 5,742 1,467® 66.4
1960 10,412 4,708 5,684 587^ 54.6
1961 12,717 5,534 7,549 59.4
1962 16,517 5,313 9,961 60.3
1963 17,697 5,680 10,374 58.6
1964 18,061 5,296 10,803 59.8
1965 17,706 5,460 10,247 57.9
1966 19,756 6,749 11,322 57.3
1967 20,543 8,509 10,559 51.4
1968 23,783 9,510 12,525 52.7
1969 27,411 10,072 17,339 63.3
1970 29,592 9,531 20,061 67.8
1971 30,824 8,922 21,902 867 71.1
1972 36,323 8,723 27,600 1,060 76.0
1973 45,242 9,000 36,242 80.1
Note: a. from ECLA, Bulletin, Table 29, p. 46, in tons.
Sources: 1950-58: ECLA, loc. clt.
1959-68: IBGE, Retrospectivas; consumption, p. 141; production,
p. 132; imports, p. 164.
1969-73: IBGE, Anuario 1971. p. 231; 1973, p. 249; 1974, p. 278.
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Table A,12a
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF STEEL INGOTS
1962-66
Apparent Import
Year Consumption Production Imports Exports Coefficient
(1) (2) (3) w (5)
1962 2,942 2,557 385 13.1
1963 3,465 2,812 653 18.8
1964 3,549 3,044 625 120 17.6
1965 3,041 2,978 533 470 17.5
1966 4,104 3,767 510 173 12.4
Sources: 1962-63:
1964-66:
IBGE,
IBGE,
Anuarlo 1965
Anuarlo 1967
, p. 305.
, p. 417.
Table A. 12 b
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF SEMI-FINISHED STEEL*
(1000 T)
Year Total Production Imports Exports
Import
Coefficient
1968 302 414 2 114 0.6
1969 189 215 82 108 43.3
1970 148 196 41 89 27.7
1971 195 195 — — —
1972 459 177 282 — 61.4
1973 575 418 186 29 32.3
♦Includes"placas, blocos, tarugos," produced for sale.
Source: Same as Table A. 13.
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Table A. 16
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF NICKEL
1959-71
Year
Apparent
Consumption Production^ Imports^ Exports^
Import
Coefficient
1959 638 95 543 85.1
1960 971 95 876 90.2
1961 1.424 90 1,334 93.7
1962 1,632 125 1,507 92.3
1963 1,523 430 1,093 71.8
1964 1,720 680 1,040 60.5
1965 1,598 700 898 56.2
1966 2,042 700 1,342 65.7
1967 1,765 373 1,392 78.9
1968 2,077 738 1,736 397 83.6
1969 2,535 1,334 1,873 672 73.9
1970 3,038 2,714 2,258 1,934 63.7
1971® 3,073 2,593 2,530 2,050 66.7
Notes: a. Preliminary.
b. Nickel content in ferrous-nickel production.
c. Includes processed and unprocessed raw material, semiprocessed
manufactures and products, and nickel incorporated into physical
and chemical alloys or mixtures.
Sources: 1959: IBGE, Anuario 1962, p. 211.
1960: IBGE, Anuario 1963, p. 265.
1961-63: IBGE, Anuario 1964, p. 261.
1964-65: IBGE. Anuario 1967, p. 412.
1966-67: IBGE, Anuario 1969, p. 446.
1968: IBGE, Anuario 1971, p. 496.
1969-71: IBGE, Anuario 1973, p. 548.
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Table A. 17
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF
1950-73
(1000 Tons)
ALL PAPER
Year
Apparent
Consumption Production Imports Exports
Import
Coefficient
1950 316.8 247.9 68.9 21.8
1951 352.3 261.0 91.3 26.0
1952 378.3 261.9 116.5 30.8
1953 403.6 291.4 112.2 27.8
1954 458.0 314.3 143.7 31.4
1955 479.7 333.1 146.5 30.5
1956 545.8 380.5 165.3 30.3
1957 573.0 362.6 210.3 36.7
1958 591.2 416.5 174.7 29.6
1959 609.6 439.9 169.7 27.8
1960 664.8 474.4 190.4 28.6
1961 669.4 501.6 167.8 25.1
1962 699.8 559.6 140.2 20.0
1963 726.7 594.7 132.0 18.2
1964 729.9 650.3 79.6 10.9
1965 691.0 626.9 64-1 9.3
1966 789.8 720.5 69.3 8.8
1967 968.7 862.7 106.3 .3 11.0
1968 1,081-1 912.4 168.9 .2 15.6
1969 1,119.3 969.8 150.1 .6 13.4
1970 1,320.3 1,135.8 186.3 1.8 14.1
1971 1,370.8 1,237.0 215.4 81.6 15.7
1972 1,511.9 1,345.0 259.6 92.7 17.2
1973 1,733.2 1,587.4 274.2 128.4 15.8
Source: 1950-1960; ECLA, Bulletin, Table 32, p. 48.
1961-1966; IBGE, Retrospectlvas, pp. 136, 200; imports taken as a
residual.
1967-1970; IBGE, Anuario Estadlstico 1973, p. 548.
1971-1973; IBGE, Anuario 1974, p. 271 for production; p. 359 for
Imports; p. 330 for exports. Consumption calculated as
production plus imports minus exports.
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Table A.18
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF CHEMICAL PULP
FOR THE PAPER AND PAPERBOARD INDUSTRY
1956-1973
(1000 Tons)
Apparent Import
Year Consiamption Production Imports Exports Coefficient
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1956 190 74 116 61.0
1957 204 100 104 51.0
1958 215 120 95 44.0
1959 250 162 88 35.0
1960 319 271 47 14.9
1961 346 303 43 12.5
1962 354 322 32 9.1
1963 351 322 32 3 9.1
1964 392 390 14 10 3.6
1965 339 371 6 37 1.8
1966 448 452 14 17 3.1
1967 512 496 24 9 4.8
1968 538 511 35 7 6.5
1969 588 584 22 9 3.7
1970 684 684 28 28 4.1
1971 790 743 69 22 8.7
1972 959 926 168 134 17.5
1973 934 1,002 122 189 13.1
Sources: 1956-59; ECLA, Bulletin, p. 49.
1960-62; IBGE, Anuario 1964, p. 261.
1963-64; IBGE, Anuario 1967, p. 416.
1965-66; IBGE, Anuario 1969, p. 446.
1967-68; IBGE, Anuario 1971, p. 498, called "chemical cellulose."
1969-73; IBGE, Anuario 1974, p. 594, called "pastas quimicas e
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Table A.19
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF RUBBER
(Tons)
1956 14,627 7,361 50.3
1957 23,939 15,158 63.3
1958 29,037 19,435 66.9
1959 63,017 34.943 55.5
1960 71,439 43.325 60.6
1961 70,330 42,529 60.5
1962 82,232 40,191 48.9
1963 84,231 36,411 43.2
1964 86,301 22,331 25.9
1965 74.165 15,999 21.6
1966 74,165 10,590 11.2
1967 103,631 17,934 17.3
1968 126,829 27,073 21.3
1969 124,320 20,991 16.9
1970 142,695 23,071 16.2
1971 162,003 68,223 42.1
1972 182,668 58,390 32.0
1973 228,383 99,026 43.4
Sources: 1956-
1959-
-58; ECLA,
-61; IBGE,
Bulletin, Table 33, p.
Retrospectlvas, p. 203
48.
for
consumption; ECLA, loc» sit., for Imports.
1962-63; IBGE, Anuarlo 1965, p. 302 for consumption;
p, 192 for imports.
IBGE, Anuarlo 1967,
IBGE, Anuarlo 1969,
IBGE, Anuarlo 1971,
IBGE, Anuarlo 1974,
p. 358 for imports.
1964-65;
1966-67;
1968-70;
1971-73;
413.
447.
498.
594 for consumption;
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Table A. 20
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF CAUSTIC SODA
1956-73
(1000 T)
Apparent Import
Year Consumption Imports Coefficient
1956 175 128 73.1
1957 148 91 61,5
1958 148 88 59.5
1959 166 102 61.4
1960 170 101 59.4
1961 180 109 60.6
1962 232 147 63.4
1963 245 159 64.9
1964 207 117 56.5
1965 166 96 57.8
1966 219 149 68.0
1967 225 128 56.9
1968 329 193 58.7
1969 230 105 45.7
1970 311 164 52.7
1971 327 172 48.8
1972 371 174 48.6
1973 422 197 46.7
Sources: 1956-59; ECLA. Bulletin, Table 28, p. 46.
1960-69; IBGE, Retrospectivas, p. 204 for con
sumption, p. 164 for imports.
1970-73; IBGE, Anuario 1974» p. 599.
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Table A.22
CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS OF WHEAT
(1000 Tons)
Apparent
Consumption
2,431
2,746
2,426
2,898
2,568
3,252
2,461
3,009
3,075
3,490
3,742
3,855
n.a.
n.a.
4,977
Production
611
713
545
706
392
643
585
615
629
856
1,374
1,844
n.a.
n.a.
2,031
Imports
1,820
2,033
1,881
2,192
2,176
2,609
1,876
2,394
2,446
2,621
2,356
1,969
1,711
1,797
2,946
Import
Coefficient
74.9
74.0
77.5
75.6
84.7
80.2
76.2
79.6
79.5
75.1
63.0
51.1
59.2
Sources: 1959-67;
1968-70:
1971-73:
IBGE, Retrospectivas, pp. 97, 164, production taken
as the difference of cols. 1 and 3.
IBGE, Anuario Estadistico 1971, p. 502.
IBGE, Anuario 1974, p. 187 for production; p. 346
for imports 1971-73. Consumption taken as the sum
of production and imports for 1973.
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